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GS PAPER - III 

Topic: Indian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization of resources, growth, 

development and employment. 

Q) Do you think the recent demonetization move is an opportunity for India to become a digital economy? 

Critically examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

The Indian Express 

The cash to GDP ratio for India stands at 11.11% and the recent demonetization move has stripped off 86% of the total 

cash value in the economy. Though nearly 10% of the transactions are cashless, Demonetisation is an entry for India 

to be a digital economy, albeit serious hurdles are to be crossed. 

Demonetization move is an opportunity to become a digital economy 

1. The use of Jan Dhan - Aadhar - Mobile (JAM) which are the base on which India strives to attend a digital economy 

is rising and which will further eliminate the parallel economy which consists of black money, counterfeit notes which 

are used for immoral activities and to avoid taxes. 

2. Demonetization provides a forceful use of digital platform as seen in the recent transactions being taking place, 

mainly the informal sector's which relied on hard cash are moving towards cashless transactions with the help of apps 

such as paytm, mobikwik, etc. 

Hurdles to cross to make India a digital economy 

1. The first and foremost is building trust in the citizens that their money in digital form will be safe from hackers and 

other malicious activities. 

2. A national infrastructure framework model will have to be developed to check the loopholes regarding various 

payment modules and create a strategy which will enable to penetrate various sectors. 

Digital economy will directly benefit India by lowering the transaction cost, eliminating malicious activities and 

counterfeit notes, force the tax evaders to pay the taxes, etc. 
 

Q) What is tax-to-GDP ratio? According to the recent Economic Survey, India’s ratio of tax-to-GDP (gross 

domestic product) is 5.4 percentage points below that of comparable countries. What are the implications 

of lack of an adequate tax base for India? Analyse. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Tax to GDP ratio is a kind of economic indicator which obtain by dividing total tax collection with total GDP during a 

financial year. This provide a important data for policy makers,& economist to frame welfare, economic & tax 

policies in the country. 

India records low tax to GDP ratio, 16.6% which is considered below average (21%) for an emerging economy. It 

indicates towards narrow tax base, i.e very people in this country pay tax, which have following implication- 

A) LOW FISCAL REVENUE : FINANCIAL CRUNCH FOR ECONOMIC POLICIES 

 It put constraints on financial resources of government, thus, weaken fiscal capacity for social as well as 

physical infrastructural polices. 

 It compels government to borrow and depend on FDI for development project. This defeat the self reliance 

polices  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/05/6-think-recent-demonetization-move-opportunity-india-become-digital-economy-critically-examine/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/05/6-think-recent-demonetization-move-opportunity-india-become-digital-economy-critically-examine/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/Notes-for-a-cashless-economy/article16761395.ece
http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/digital-payments-demonetisation-cashless-economy-4410644/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/07/5-tax-gdp-ratio-according-recent-economic-survey-indias-ratio-tax-gdp-gross-domestic-product-5-4-percentage-points-comparable-countries/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/07/5-tax-gdp-ratio-according-recent-economic-survey-indias-ratio-tax-gdp-gross-domestic-product-5-4-percentage-points-comparable-countries/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/07/5-tax-gdp-ratio-according-recent-economic-survey-indias-ratio-tax-gdp-gross-domestic-product-5-4-percentage-points-comparable-countries/
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/ieEkKWuf5X3DhsXowJUcaO/The-persistent-poverty-of-the-Indian-State.html
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 Inadequate funds to bridge fiscal deficit, as mandated by FRBM act 

B) STRENTHENING PARALLEL ECONOMY:WEAKEN INDIAN ECONOMY  

 Tendency of tax evasion & avoidance have generated huge blackmoney economy and its investment in real 

estate, gold etc cause high inflation and makes things costly for common man. It widen economic 

inequalities 

C) VULNERABLE SECTION : WORST SUFFERS  

 In order to generate more revenue, government will curtail subsidies & funds in welfare scheme, increase 

indirect taxes, etc which hurt the social & economic interest of weaker section. Example -costly health & 

education will restrict empowerment opportunities. 

Government has taken steps to restrict black money circulation and wider tax bases through various routes like 

demonetization, IDS, Projects insights, GST tax reforms, etc. However, there is need to reform & simplify direct tax 

structure, as recommended by Justice Eswar committee and justic AP shah committee can help to improve direct tax 

compliance which forms basis of for economic & social justice and promote inclusive growth. 
 
 

Q) Examine the impact of demonetization on agricultural growth and rural incomes. (200 Words) 

Frontline 

In rural India, where dependence on cash is higher than in urban areas, the impact is likely to be most acute. It 
suggests that the impact would be on multiple spheres: agricultural production, rural incomes, rural demand and 
rural credit. 

Agricultural production 

An important impact of demonetisation is likely to be on crop production in the rabi season. 

Even if sowing is on track, it is at a cost to the peasantry. The cash crunch has limited the ability of farmers to 
purchase seeds and other inputs on time and at reasonable prices. Farmers purchase seeds and fertilizers largely 
from private traders and cooperatives and not government outlets.  

Rural incomes 

Average incomes of Indian agricultural households are extremely low. According to a survey of the National Sample 
Survey Office (NSSO) in 2012-13, the average monthly income of an agricultural household was Rs.6,426. The 
average monthly consumption expenditure per agricultural household was Rs.6,223. Averages hide internal 
variations. 

Demonetisation has disrupted agricultural supply chains and hit even the meagre incomes agricultural households 
earn. November is the month when kharif harvests arrive in mandis. But the cash crunch has prevented the smooth 
sale of harvest by farmers. In some regions, traders have not picked up farmers’ harvest from fields and yards. In 
other regions, farmers are forced to sell at a lower-than-market price to traders or sell in exchange of the 
demonetised currency of Rs.500 and Rs.1,000. Those producing perishable commodities and who do not have access 
to storage facilities are among the worst affected. 

Farm incomes have slumped just when farmers were expecting better returns after two consecutive years of poor 
returns. 

Rural demand 

As growth rates in capital investment are slowing down, India’s gross domestic product (GDP) growth in 2016-17 and 
2017-18 is crucially dependent on growth in consumer demand (and government spending). 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/10/8-examine-impact-demonetization-agricultural-growth-rural-incomes/
http://www.frontline.in/cover-story/brakes-on-the-rural-economy/article9415048.ece?homepage=true
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As higher rural incomes would lead to higher consumer spending. Higher rural income growth was expected to lead 
to higher rural sales of television sets, electric fans, motorcycles, tractors and multipurpose vans. For most of these 
goods, there was “de-growth” in 2014-15 and 2015-16 because of poor agricultural growth. 

Access to rural credit 

Cash crunch in rural areas turned more acute owing to the near-shutting out of the cooperative bank network from 
the purview of cash exchange. In rural India, cooperatives accounted for about 15 per cent of the total debt 
outstanding of agricultural households in 2012-13. In States like Kerala and Maharashtra, cooperatives accounted for 
more than 40 per cent of the total debt outstanding of agricultural households. These figures reveal the strong 
dependence on cooperatives for cash in rural production and exchange. In States like Kerala, cooperative banks have 
historically emerged as part of a struggle against usury capital; they play a central role in financing agricultural and 
non-agricultural activities in rural areas, as well as in lending to the landless poor. 

Yet, after November 8, primary cooperative societies were not allowed to either exchange old notes for new notes 
or provide fresh crop loans with new notes or even accept repayments of outstanding debt in old notes. The primary 
societies were also not allowed to exchange their existing stock of old Rs.500 and Rs.1,000 notes with either the 
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) or banks. Reports suggest that primary societies in Maharashtra are sitting on Rs.40,000 
crore worth of old notes, which the RBI has not yet accepted for exchange. In the absence of cooperative credit, 
moneylenders are emerging as new sources of finance for many rural households. 

In sum, the government has created a major credibility crisis for the century-old cooperative banking network. 
Collapse of cooperative banks would immediately open up India’s rural credit market to usurious moneylenders and 
traders. 

On its part, the government claims that the recent expansion of the rural bank branch network has ameliorated the 
adverse impacts of cash crunch in rural areas. 

The RBI might respond by noting that most unbanked centres have a banking correspondent (BC) to undertake 
banking activities. However, the BC model has been totally incapable of dealing with the huge pressure of cash 
demand in the villages. 

To conclude, demonetisation is likely to affect agricultural growth adversely and shrink rural incomes and consumer 
demand. It has already created a serious credibility crisis for rural cooperatives. 
 

Q) It is argued that government should ensure that all tobacco products, including bidis and smokeless 

tobacco, are taxed at the highest rate of the Goods and Services Tax. Discuss the rationale behind 

this argument. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

SIN TAX is a globally prevalent practice under which products like alcohol and tobacco are charged at higher tax 
rates. GST move by government of India provides a golden oppurtunity to ensure all tobacco products are charged at 
higher rates 

RATIONALE BEHIND SUCH MOVE---> 

A.. It is regarded as PRO POOR measure as rural people are more addicted to cheap tobacco products such as bidis 
this helps in improving their health and reducing out of pocket expenditure on medical services 

B.. will generate more revenue for the government which can be used to finance other social sectors such as 
education,health sector,agriculture etc 

C.. higher taxes will prevent youths from purchasing the tobacco products and concentrate more on work and other 
activities thus reaping advantage of india's demographic dividend 

D.. prevention of child labourers from exploitation in bidi factories 

E.. refraining from tobacco products will help people in improving their standard of living 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/13/8-argued-government-ensure-tobacco-products-including-bidis-smokeless-tobacco-taxed-highest-rate-goods-services-tax-discuss-rationale-behin/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/13/8-argued-government-ensure-tobacco-products-including-bidis-smokeless-tobacco-taxed-highest-rate-goods-services-tax-discuss-rationale-behin/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/13/8-argued-government-ensure-tobacco-products-including-bidis-smokeless-tobacco-taxed-highest-rate-goods-services-tax-discuss-rationale-behin/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/Include-bidis-in-GST-regime/article16798834.ece
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However such move may lead to loss of employment of bidi workers; bidi workers lack skills as required by other 
industries this may cause exploitation as they have to work as cheap labourers by middlemen. 

Taxing tobacco products is not a complete solution to overcome the ill effects. Other measures such as : 
A.. awareness campaign among masses 
B.. larger pictorial warning on the packs 
C.. alternate employment opportunities for bidi workers 
D.. skill development of bidi workers according to the needs of other industries  
E.. role of NGOs, street plays etc 

Hence such efforts should be implemented in letter and spirit for win win situation of both the citizens and the 
government 
 

Q) Critically evaluate the factors that have contributed to keeping approximately 83% of India’s labour 

force informal and examine how recent demonetization would affect labour reforms. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Background: data from NSSO shows that In 2004-05, the composition of organized vs unorganized was 13:87; while 
in 2011-12, this had changed to 17:83. The growth in organized employment too was, overwhelmingly informal in 
nature. Within the unorganized sector, nearly all the increase was, informal in nature. This is attributed to various 
factors as under: 

 Complexity of labour laws: labour being  in concurrent list, both center and states have legislated on the 
matter, with over 47 central laws and more than 200 state laws. Compliance with these laws becomes both 
difficult and expensive for firms, who prefer to employ contract workers, rather than permanent workers. 

 Flexibility: even in organized sector, employers prefer flexibility in hiring and firing of workers. In case of 
permanent workers, firms have to comply with rigid laws. For instance, under factories act, the firm has to 
seek approval of state to fire more than 100 workers.  

 Higher costs in formal employment: formal employment entails with it costs involved in providing social 
security to the workers, which is not so the case in informal employment. Thus, firms prefer to go for informal 
employment to cut down the costs and improve their profitability 

 Benefits to small industries: government provides tax incentives to small scale industries. Thus, forms in order 
to be eligible for such benefits, try to keep themselves small by opting for informal employment 

 Economy in transition: labour force is moving away from agriculture. But service sector requires higher level 
skills.  Thus, many poor people prefer informal employment in cities in manufacturing sector, which has too 
not been able to absorb the transiting labour force. 

Effect of recent demonetization on labour reforms: 

 Minimum wages: with 86 % of money in circulation being delegitimised, individuals and companies have 
deposited money into bank accounts. Now, employers have no liquidity to pay the laborers in cash and are 
forced to pay them through bank accounts. This makes it easier to track if they are paying minimum wages to 
the workers or not. 

 Formal employment: routing payment and salaries through formal channels like banks will help in knowing the 
number of workers employed by a firm and thus, it will improve levels of formal employment.  These benefits 
may not be there for a long-term as cash flow in the economy stabilizes. Thus, further incentives are needed to 
encourage payments through formal channels. 

 Check on child labour: earlier, firms would employ child labour as it was cheaper for them. But now, with 
payments happening through banks, it becomes easy to track payments and thus check incidence of child 
labour. 

A district in Assam has successfully opened bank accounts for all of its Tea Plantation workers, thus bringing them 
under the umbrella of organised payment channels. Though the initial costs of shifting to formal sector is more, it is 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/15/6-critically-evaluate-factors-contributed-keeping-approximately-83-indias-labour-force-informal-examine-recent-demonetization-affect-labour-reforms/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/15/6-critically-evaluate-factors-contributed-keeping-approximately-83-indias-labour-force-informal-examine-recent-demonetization-affect-labour-reforms/
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/vq0mDNOGG1gxRyIXoTEBMM/Demonetisation-push-to-labour-reforms.html
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in the interest of the companies to evaluate the long term benefits of formalizing labour which leads to operational 
efficiencies. Each firm will have to assess its internal fundamentals to evaluate what the short-term costs of going 
formal entail while achieving operational and dynamic efficiency to remain in business in the long run. This can only 
be great for their employees and the economy overall. 
 

Q) Analyse the trends in wealth ownership and its inequality in India between 1991 and 2012 and examine 

if inequality is linked to growth strategy being followed. (200 Words) 

EPW 

The Occupy Wall Street Movement with the slogan of “1 percent versus 99 percent”  highlighted the question of an 
unequal economic order. Such concerns over rising inequality have been raised in the Indian context as well. Post 
the 1991 reforms and the beginning of the LPG era with opening up of Indian economy, such inequalities have 
widened.  

The trends in wealth ownership and wealth inequality: 

 Rural-Urban wealth divide: after 1991 reforms, rural to urban migration has increased. This process of 
population increase in urban areas was also accompanied by increase in wealth in urban areas. In 2012, the 
rural population share was 68%, while its wealth share was only 45%. Meanwhile, the urban population share 
was 32%, while its wealth share was almost 55%.  

 Assets share:  rural asset share to population share ratio fell from 0.91 in 1991 to 0.66 in 2012, while the same 
ratio for urban areas rose from 1.28 in 1991 to 1.72 in 2012. 

Analysis of the trend: 

 Jobless growth: 1990s witnessed an IT boom and massive service-sector led growth thus benefiting a few 
skilled section of population. Employment growth remained low, many could not be absorbed in the 
workforce, leading to more employment 

 Technology intensive growth: too has reduced the need for manpower and has also lowered the cost of 
production. This means increased profit margin for companies and industries which further leads to 
inequalities.  

 Skewed growth: states like Maharashtra, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu grew faster due to availability of cheap, 
skilled personnel, among other factors. While poorer states like Bihar, UP further lagged behind.  

 Rural-urban divide: with growth in industrial employment and urbanisation which attracted rural folks 
towards urban areas, agricultural activity fell in rural areas. Feminisation of agriculture, low agriculture wages 
further led to increase in disparities. 

 Gender disparities: even though LPG reforms improved the women workforce participation as women could 
now work in service sector industries, the wage gap is still perceptible. Monster Salary index showed that even 
in service sector, the wage gap between male and female worker is as high as 34 %.   

Is the inequality linked to growth strategy being followed?  

The growth strategy followed after 1991 reforms favoured liberal entry of private and foreign capital and industries, 
privatization, contracting out all of which gave more freedom to market forces and prices were determined based on 
market forces of demand and supply. Also, service sector and technology led growth favoured the skilled at the cost 
of semi and unskilled workers. There was also compulsion from various international for a like WB, IMF to drop or at 
least reduce pro-poor policies (farmer subsidies at WTO) 

In order to address the widening gulf, government needs to focus on self-employment, progressive taxation, 
supporting informal and small sector or industries through tax exemption and subsidies. Make in India, Skill India, 
Stand up Start-up Indian, etc. are steps in right direction 
 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/17/7-analyse-trends-wealth-ownership-inequality-india-1991-2012-examine-inequality-linked-growth-strategy-followed/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/17/7-analyse-trends-wealth-ownership-inequality-india-1991-2012-examine-inequality-linked-growth-strategy-followed/
http://www.epw.in/system/files/pdf/2016_51/50/Recent_Trends_in_Wealth_Inequality_in_India_0.pdf
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Q) The unorganised manufacturing sector, which includes both household and non-household units, 

accounts for a large majority of total manufacturing employment in India and the units in this sector are 

by definition small in size. Analyse the performance of and challenges this sector faces in comparison to 

organised sector. Also examine differences between unorganized sector in urban and rural regions. (200 

Words) 

The Hindu 

Background- E.F. Schumacher, a British economist, published a book Small is Beautiful in 1973, implying that small 
units are better in terms of performance indicators and labour absorption, several studies have endorsed the same 
idea and argued in favour of promoting small units. 

Performance: 

The unorganized manufacturing sector has small household and non-household units. This helps in efficient use of 
resources and management. They are also seen as epi-centres of pro-poor growth as it employs nearly 86 % of total 
workforce. But they are not economically viable and reveal poor performance indicators as compared to the organised 
sector which is able to capture the required resources and produce on a larger scale. 

Challenges faced by unorganised manufacturing sector in comaprison to organised sector :- 

 Poor responsiveness: organised sector units respond positively to a rise in income in the region where they are 
located 

 Shift in demand: With a rise in income, demand for products shifts away from the unorganised to the organised 
sector 

 Effect of infrastructure on productivity: The level of infrastructure also does not exert a positive impact on the 
performance of the unorganised sector, while the efficiency of the organised sector improves with a rise in the 
availability of infrastructure 

 Access to credit: banks are unwilling to provide credit to small, unorganised units. Thus, lack of credit hinders 
their development, expansion, diversification and up gradation 

 Access to market: many small units, especially ones which are household based do not have access to wide 
markets and depend on the neighbourhood for sales, which leads to poor returns and makes them unsustainable 

 No economies of scale: as the firms are small, they have poor economies of scale. Thus unit cost of production is 
high, profit margins are low, making them uncompetitive at the world market 

 Poor technological upgradation: due to their small size and inadequate capital base, absorption of technology is 
difficult. Archaic methods of manufacturing are followed which makes the products uncompetitive both 
qualitatively and in terms of price 

Difference between unorganised sector in rural and urban regions: 

 Technical efficiency: technical efficiency of small industrial units in urban areas is more than for those in rural 
areas. Government initiatives for promoting urbanization like Smart Cities Programme will help make the 
unorganised manufacturing more economically viable. Greater incidence of sub-contracting in urban areas also 
makes them more technically efficient. 

 Means of survival: Unorganised sector in rural regions mainly comprise of household units which exists to provide 
a means of survival only and do not see any growth. In urban areas, it is a combination of both household and 
non-household units 

 Access to market: rural units find it difficult to access urban markets due to inadequate road infrastructure. They 
also lack accurate marketing information and the price levels prevailing in the market. 

 Skill Diversity: Chances of availability of labour as per the requirement of the enterprise are more in urban areas 
which gives urban unorganised sector an edge over the rural one. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/21/6-unorganised-manufacturing-sector-includes-household-non-household-units-accounts-large-majority-total-manufacturing-employment-india-units-sector-ar/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/21/6-unorganised-manufacturing-sector-includes-household-non-household-units-accounts-large-majority-total-manufacturing-employment-india-units-sector-ar/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/21/6-unorganised-manufacturing-sector-includes-household-non-household-units-accounts-large-majority-total-manufacturing-employment-india-units-sector-ar/
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Way forward: Enhancing the technological capabilities of unorganised sector units and getting them integrated into 
national and regional value chains is important to ensure their economic viability. The Government should channelize 
the benefits of schemes like MUDRA Yojana for helping household unorganized sector to become an “establishment ” 
and later turning into a organized sector for better employment generation and economic growth. 
 

Q) It is argued that leaving everything to the market can lead to social and political turmoil. It is also said 

that the evolution of vicious politics is due to steady march of technology. Discuss. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Livemint 

The trend of far right nationalism and popularity of suc leaders who are having partisan role and narrow identities has 
been influencing the globe. For example - Trump victory, BREXIT, etc. The ground of their shocking win is that 
increasing social inequality, unemployment are only considered to be the immigration and free trade side effects. 

How leaving everything to market effects? 

In today's economic scenario, leaving everything to the market as propounded by Adam Smith leads to turmoil in 
current scenario as follows:-  

Social turmoil - The capital will favour the rich, causing concentration of wealth, thus widening the social and economic 
inequalities. It can be evaluated with the help of Gini coefficient, as well as HDI.  Market based economics will favour 
capitalism and consumerism due to which the people will think more in terms of rent seeking behaviour. People will 
move away from social and humanitarian concepts.  

Political turmoil - would be created because people will favour those parties which promise them radical changes 
including protectionism as against liberal ideas. Due to political - corporate nexus favouring soft policies towards 
market owners for promoting trade and commerce at the cost of labour and workers sufferings, causes political 
turmoil.  

How technology is causing evolution of vicious politics? 

Machines are viewed as one time investment and long term profit for increasing the productivity while on the other 
hand there are problems like strikes, wage increment, labour rights and issues of human labour, increase 
unemployment, trend for reversing globalisation and eliminating unskilled or low skilled workforce. 

Thus technology is accelerating the inequality in society, which is being capitalised by the political e across the world, 
leading to political turmoil in form of protectionism. 

This can be solved through:-  

 Identifying industries to deploy labour being rendered unemployed 

 Compulsory social welfare fulfilment to depressed and poor 

 Reducing the rich poor gap by promoting ideas and entrepreneurship 

Technology is going to disrupt the way people work. During the change it is important for the government to play a 
major role (Keynesian Economics) so that the political and social divisions could be contained through government 
welfare and our next generation is born in harmony. 

In order to provide justice to labors and jobless section we should focus onskills upgradation, enforcing norms and 
strict provisions for wages and profits sharing, CSR to provide education, health care etc to their workers,ensuring 
market expansion along with safeguarding of profit should be the goal of policy makers. 
 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/30/5-argued-leaving-everything-market-can-lead-social-political-turmoil-also-said-evolution-vicious-politics-due-steady-march-technology-discuss/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/30/5-argued-leaving-everything-market-can-lead-social-political-turmoil-also-said-evolution-vicious-politics-due-steady-march-technology-discuss/
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/pt3K3YwEAT01Q8o7mfOfZM/Kaushik-Basu--Economic-impossibilities-for-our-grandchildre.html
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/rahmkurmguGzR334xGcuHK/Raghuram-Rajan--Democracy-inclusion-and-prosperity.html
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Q) A recent survey in USA has revealed that nearly a fourth of Americans use cash for all or almost all of 

their purchases during a typical week and more than half tended to use a mix of both cash and cashless 

payment modes, in an economy that is overwhelmingly dominated by non-cash payment options, unlike 

India. In the light of this survey, critically comment on ongoing push towards cashless economy by the 

Indian government. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Background - A survey on online shopping and e-commerce conducted by the U.S.-based Pew Research Center 
revealed that nearly a fourth of Americans use cash for all or almost all of their purchases during a typical week, in an 
economy that is overwhelmingly dominated by non-cash payment options, unlike India.  

The Pew survey also found that 60 per cent Americans “try to make sure that they have at least some cash on hand, 
just in case they need it,” while another 39 per cent “don’t particularly worry about having cash on hand at all times”. 

Learnings for India from the survey:-  

 Income has a bearing on payment preferences: the more affluent folks tend to favour non-cash payments while 
the less affluent tend to use cash (those with annual household incomes of $75,000 and $30,000 respectively in 
this case); Same can be applied to India keeping in mind rich- poor divide. 

 Demographics too had a bearing on the situation: African-Americans tend to favour cash payments more, 
Latinos and whites less; In India,  it is suitable for urban -rural divide, keeping in mind that, India is yet to achieve 
100 % banking inclusion despite of efforts like PMJDY- especially in tribal areas where nearest bank is at average 
distance of 7-8 km. Thus going cashless in such scenario would be a challenge.  

 Age makes a difference: compared to older people, the young are less worried about not having cash on hand. 
For India too, this can be seen easily with technology friendly youth while others being technology averse. Along 
with it, digital literacy also plays crucial role - Digital illiteracy in India is approx. 10%, people have no knowledge 
of operating phones or internet for cashless transactions, also they are unaware of available modes of 
transactions like USSD, UPI, e-wallet, IMPS, Paytm, RTGS etc. 

 Scale of economy makes difference - In another report it was highlighted that cash continues to be the most 
frequently used consumer payment instrument in retail transactions. It is widely used in a variety of 
circumstances; it dominates small-value transactions; and the average value of cash holdings has grown in USA. 
Same is true for India and in fact small retailers and businessmen were worst hit due to demonetization.  

Other than the report, India should keep in mind that- Level of development also matters a lot in supporting cashless 
economy. With the adequate infrastructure- lack of road connectivity, electricity, internet connectivity, mobile phones 
penetration, etc - the dream for going cashless would be full of thorns. And along with it, the growing apprehensions 
due to security is also posing challenge - online transactions are considered to be unreliable and apprehensions about 
it is  being strengthened in the backdrop of frauds like - hacking of 3.2 mn bank account, cyber-attacks by LEGION 
group etc. 

Hence, favouring cashless economy, government should consider the ground realities and learn from the findings of 
the survey. Instead of trying to reduce the cash-to-GDP ratio by half in next 3 years, we should rather to develop a 
more pragmatic approach – improve financial inclusion (PMJDY), Increase mobile penetration (BharatNet), and robust 
cyber security laws, incentivize online transaction and levy tax on high value cash transactions. 

However, there are mixed response from the people, few are supporting the cause of going cashless while others are 
opposing it. Slowly and steadily we can achieve the goal of a cashless society. But this should emanate from the masses 
itself; a forced order cannot impose this behavioural change. 
 
 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/30/6-recent-survey-usa-revealed-nearly-fourth-americans-use-cash-almost-purchases-typical-week-half-tended-use-mix-cash/
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Q) The Reserve Bank of India’s biannual Financial Stability Report has once again expressed concern about 

high risks to the banking sector. What measures have been taken to address these risks? What new ideas 

have been mooted to address these risks? Discuss. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

The Reserve Bank of India’s biannual Financial Stability Report have pointed out that risks to the banking sector have 
stayed elevated due to continuous deterioration in asset quality, low profitability and liquidity. Banking sector has a 
central role in the financial system as they harness the public savings and direct the flow of crucial credit to the most 
productive industrial and infrastructure sectors. Thus, any systemic risk to the banking industry has the potential to 
ripple across the entire economy. Unhealthy parts of the troubled banks” could be separated from the healthier assets 
and put into a ‘bad bank’ to prevent systemic contagion 

Measures taken to address the risks: 

 Recapitalisation: of banks under Indradhanush where government will induce Rs 70,000 cr in the 4 years. This 
will help the banks deal with asset-liability mismatch and in lending to productive sectors.  

 Bank board bureau: setting up of bank board bureau to make higher appointments in a transparent and efficient 
manner without any political considerations.  

 Asset Quality Review: being undertaken by the bank every quarter to identify stressed assets and classification 

of these assets as Special Mention Accounts (SMA) 

 Data mining: Online platforms like MCA Website and CRILC to support bankers in credit analysis 

 Debt recovery tribunals: have also been set up to deal with cases of bad loans.   

 SARFAESI act 2002: the act provides that the bank can take over the management of the company and also its 
assets when the company defaults on paying back the loan. 

Further changes that are to be fully implemented are: 

 Appointment of Vinay Acharya as RBI Governor with experience in credit risk and sovereign ratings would help 

banking sector 

 Implementation of RBI schemes like S4A and 5/25 to segregate non recoverable debt from recoverable debt  

 Bankruptcy laws (which is now in the draft stage) to be implemented which will provide for either a recovery 
plan or liquidation of assets to realise the loan amount bank by the banks.  

 A Bad Bank consisting of unhealthy parts of the troubled banks, separated from the healthier assets to prevent 

systemic contagion. Sequestering and separately dealing with the stressed assets and bad loans on a lender’s 

books. 

 Introduction of latest technology in banking services to tackle the increased cyber risks with the focus on 

increasing digital payments.  

Any systemic risk to the banking industry has the potential to ripple across the entire economy. Preventing assets from 

falling into the category of NPAs and ensuring digital safety in transactions, are the fundamental and most needed 

aspects that should be taken care of, in the present context of the economy.  
 

Topic: Inclusive growth and issues arising from it 

Q) Does moving money from home to a bank help poor households? Substantiate. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Financial inclusion, is considered as a tool to empower poor and weaker section of people, which benefits the economy 
through mobilising savings and providing credit to the needy ones. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/31/4-reserve-bank-indias-biannual-financial-stability-report-expressed-concern-high-risks-banking-sector-measures-taken-address-risks/
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How it helps the poor households ? 

 Inculcate saving habit – This would inculcate a saving habit among the poor if the money is in the bank because 
the liquid cash in hand would lead to miscellaneous expenditures like social obligations to family members and 
end up losing it out as seen from a field experiment carried out in Kenya . 

 Women empowerment – This would also help the poor especially the women because their hard earned money 
cannot be taken away by their husbands for taking substance of abuse like Liquor ,drugs etc, which would bring 
more peace in the family as seen in the better empowerment of women in Kerala. 

 Fulfilling future aspiration- The saved money can be spend in future for education of children that would help in 
increasing the quality of their life. Many surveys s highlighted that people living slums are saving money and 
spending it for providing private English education to their children. 

 Safety from exploitation – If poor people get connected with the formal credit system of banks, they would be 
saved from the clutches of the money lenders, who exploit the poor people by charging hefty interests. And in 
the event of non-repayment, poor people get trapped in vicious cycle of poverty. 

 Resource mobilisation – Bringing money to banks would be resource mobilisation for the government, which can 
be used for the welfare of the poor households, which will benefit their quality of life. In this context, Pradhan 
Mantri Jan dhan Yojana has been successful in attracting savings to banks along with targets of financial inclusion. 

But, moving money from home to a bank has many hurdles – penetration of banks in rural areas, poor financial literacy 
of poor households, poor digital literacy, exploitation by middlemen 

Way forward- Appointing Bank Mitras, who could be able to influence as well teach the people about financial literacy 
and its benefits. In addition, government should revamp the existing digital infrastructure to bridge the digital divide. 

Circulation of money will bring great changes in shaping the future of the poor and therefore the entire country. 
 

Q) Financial inclusion remains an unfulfilled dream for disabled people in India. Discuss reasons behind 

their exclusion, the challenges they face in accessing financial services and measures needed to bring them 

into financial inclusion fold. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Background - Disabled people in India are called Divyang and their total share in the population is -----%, and their 
contribution in the employment or economy is ----%, which makes it very crucial to bring them under the net of 
financial inclusion. At present the outreach of financial services to them is not satisfactory and it is especially grim in 
rural areas and post the demonetisation announcement. 

Reason behind their exclusion:-  

 Harassment - They face harassment from financial institutions across the country. Also the altitude of general 
public is not very friendly towards divyang, which causes mental harassment to them.  

 Excluded in insurance policy - Banks and companies that offer insurance policies are not yet ready to accept 
disabled people as respected clients. 

 Delay in pension delivery - The monthly state-sponsored pension, which is the sole meagre monetary support 
for many disabled people, hardly reaches them on time.  

 Archaic rules - The majority of commercial banks have archaic rules in their statute books which debar people 
with disabilities from opening independent accounts.  

 Dependency on family members- Moreover, disabled customers are perceived as dependent on their family 
members; they are seen as lacking independent agency to make their own decisions. 

Challenges they face in accessing financial services:-  

 Difficulty in singing documents - Divyang people find it difficult to sign bank documents. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/28/6-financial-inclusion-remains-unfulfilled-dream-disabled-people-india-discuss-reasons-behind-exclusion-challenges-face-accessing-financial-services-measures-needed-t/
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 Services denied - Most of the banks deny to provide ATM cards, cheque books and Internet banking to divyang 
people, thus restricting their accessibility to their money.  

 Restricted Physical Accessibility - Most of the banks don’t have ramps, wheel chairs, braille system, which makes 
the banks physically inaccessible for divyang people. In the backdrop of demonetization, they don’t have 
accessibility to ATM, especially when they have to wait in long queue.  

 Compulsion to produce witness- Persons with disabilities are compelled to produce witnesses every time they 
visit banks to make online transactions through real-time gross settlement and national electronic funds 
transfer. 

 Inaccessible web portals - Most bank websites are inaccessible. The majority of them offer graphical ‘captcha’ 
to enable customers to proceed on these sites. These make it impossible for a fully blind person to access 
available services. 

 PMJDY facilities are not being provided - A majority of banks refrain from offering insurance - availability of 
low-cost life insurance (Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana) and accident insurance (Pradhan Mantri 
Suraksha Bima Yojana) and pension scheme (Atal Pension Yojana)- under PMJDY to people with disabilities 
However, disabled people are denied loan facilities.  

Measures needed to bring them into financial inclusion:-  

 Punitive action - RBI and the government need to take punitive action against those errant officials and banks 
that contravene the RBI’s guidelines for providing banking facilities to disabled people.  

 Customised software and application- Banks and other service providers should come up with customised 
software and mobile based applications, especially designed to serve the divyang people. This will also in 
providing services to divyangs in remote areas and they need not to visit the banks physically.  

 Uphold the spirit of Article 41 - Thus the government and all the normal citizens of India should contribute and 
uphold the Constitutional provision of A-41 -Right to public assistance for the disabled. Banks officials should 
show empathy, compassion and should be sensitive enough to provide services to the disabled. 

 Improving accessibility - Building ramps, strict implementation of divyang friendly building codes, audio based 
captcha for website, braille's based services in banks, banking correspondents- who can visit home, special id 
cards, separate counters within banks for them. 

However, India accessible campaign (Sugamya Bharat abhiyan), recent passage of Right to persons with disabilities 
Bill, 2016 by Parliament and India's ratification of Marrakesh VIP Treaty are some of the steps, which would further 
help in financial inclusion of Divyang people. 
 

Topic: Agriculture – issues; e-Technology in the aid of farmers 

Q) In India some of the factors are forcing farmers to abandon India’s first genetically modified (GM) crop, 

Bt cotton. What are these factors? Discuss impact on farmers and GM companies. (200 Words) 

Down to Earth 

Background -  Bt cotton was introduced in 2002, which made India- largest producer of Bt cotton in the world. It was 
possible because, the GM seeds led to a drastic cut in the high cost of insecticides and pesticides required for the 
cotton crop. But, nowadays the story of Bt cotton is not going so good, which is forcing famers to abandon Bt cotton. 

Factors forcing farmers to abandon:-  

 Developing resistance in Pink Bollworm - Bt cotton is being destroyed by the pink bollworm—the same 
pest it was designed to resist—and other pests to such an extent that cotton farmers across the country 
are exploring alternative options. The pest (pink bollworm) has become resistant to Bt cotton across all 
cotton-producing states in the country. Fearing that the pest would destroy the entire crop, farmers are 
avoiding plantation of cotton crop , especially using GM seeds.  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/03/6-india-factors-forcing-farmers-abandon-indias-first-genetically-modified-gm-crop-bt-cotton-factors-discuss-impact-farmers-gm-companies/
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{Reason why pink bollworm is developing resistance - The pink bollworm has developed resistance only in India, that 
too in just six years. Pink bollworms in other countries have not developed resistance to Bt cotton, even after 20 years. 
This has happened because of the long duration (180-240 days) of Bt cotton in India as opposed to short and medium 
durations (150-180 days) Bt cotton in other countries. Pink bollworm causes damage during winters, only in the first 
130-140 days after sowing. The long duration of Indian Bt hybrids allows pink bollworm to survive for an additional 60-
100 days, thus allowing them to grow resistance. } 

 Subsequent spells of drought - India has been facing drought conditions subsequently in two years. Due to 
inadequate rain, farmers are losing their entire crop, thus pushing them to abandon cotton production.  

 Whitefly attack - Severe whitefly attack in 2015 and the leaf curl virus disease that these insects transmit 
has also led the farmers to avoid cotton production especially in northern states - Punjab, Haryana, and 
Rajasthan.  

 Exorbitant prices of Bt seeds - In addition to above problems, exorbitant prices of Bt cotton seeds seem to 
be pulling down farmers interest in investing cotton. Since Monsanto’s entry in India, the price of cotton 
seeds has increased by almost 80,000 per cent, from Rs 5-9 per kg in 1998 to Rs 1,600 for 450 grams (a 
packet of Bt cotton seed usually available) in 2016. 

Impact on farmers:-  

 Shifting to other crops - Due to less profitability and above discussed complexities, cotton producing 
farmers are shifting to food crops like- bajra, pulses, groundnut, etc.  

 Shifting to native varieties of cotton seeds - Farmers are shifting to non-Bt seeds/ native varieties of cotton.  
Shifting to native varieties is, however, not easy as- quality of those seeds and yield is also a challenge for 
farmers.  

 Stress leading to farmer's suicide- Due to inadequate rain, loss due to pest attack, high cost of cultivation, 
farmers are experiencing stress and committing suicide.  

Impact on companies:-  

 More government regulation- Due to increasing cases of suicide by cotton farmers, the agriculture ministry 
had to bring cotton under the Essential Commodities Act, 1955, that empowers the government to 
intervene and regulate their trade. Thus, government’s regulation of prices of seeds is affecting profitability 
and operations of the companies.  

 Increased legal battle - India is currently locked in an intense legal battle with Monsanto over seed prices. 
Due to government's order for seed price control, Monsanto’s royalty on Bt cotton seeds has been slashed 
by 74 per cent. The government reasoned that the technology had lost its efficacy in resisting certain pest 
attacks and, hence, royalty must be reduced.  

 Reduction in sale of their products- Monsanto’s Bt cotton sales in India have dropped by 15 per cent so far 
in 2016. Falling sales could cause the industry to lose up to Rs 500 crore this year, a per the market analysts. 

 Boost to native seed producers- In the backdrop of the problem, there is a boost to native seed producers 
and non-Bt-seed companies. Demand for such seeds will boost profitability of these companies.  

 More mergers and acquisitions- Anticipating the drop in agricultural commodities, biotech companies are 
going in for mergers and acquisitions. For example, this year in September,  German chemical company 
Bayer announced it had acquired Monsanto for $66 billion. However, these consolidation of business will 
threaten small regional firms and eliminate head-to-head competition in certain seed and chemical 
markets. It will also reduce incentives for innovation in biotech markets.  

Hence, while considering the plight of deplorable 8 million cotton farmers, government should take steps to safeguard 
the interests of Bt cotton farmers by ensuring the availability of native varieties and ease export regulations apart from 
existing schemes like PMKSY, PMFBY, etc. Also, this experience calls for a scientific public debate to decide upon future 
GM crops like GM-mustard. 
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Q) How does rising temperatures affect soil in various ecosystems? What measures should be taken to 

prevent adverse effect of rising temperature of soil? Discuss. (Words) 

Down to Earth 

In order to witness the change in soil conditions due to temperature rise, the carbon stored in soil core samples 

before and after warming is checked.Soils that hold the most carbon under current climate conditions also release 

the most carbon in response to warming. 

Effects of temperature rise on soils: 

->Carbon sequestration is the main threat.The amount of carbon held by the soil's organic matter and that released 

due to decay of plant biomass will give rise to carbon in atmosphere due to temperature rise. 

->Tundra and boreal forests- Soil microbial activity which is limited due to lesser temperature gives rise to 

accumulated organic material- Temperature rise raises these organic activities and thus release of higher CO2. 

->Deserts- exchange of flux of carbon between the soils and the atmosphere is much smaller over deserts than for 

areas with more organically rich soils.Even small changes in the carbon balance of desert soils will also be important 

locally, as it supports millions of pastoral farmers. 

->Temperate soils- the condition would be same as that of tundra. But if the microorganisms decompose organic 

matter more rapidly than they replace, the organic matter may decline and so will the release of CO2. 

Measures to prevent rising temperature of soil: 

1) Use of conservation or no-tillage approaches in agriculture instead of intensive tillage 

2) Use of cover crops,  

3) Crop rotations instead of monocropping, and reducing or eliminating fallow periods  

4) Managing grasslands to minimize overgrazing in sensitive areas,  

5) Re-vegetation of marginal lands with perennial cover should be adopted widely. 

Humanity has the greatest potential control over sequestration which is visible through agricultural management 

system. Thus with proper management and implementation skills the rising temperature effects on soil can be 

checked. 
 

Q) Why is digitization necessary for agriculture in India? How can digitization help it? Discuss. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Background - While agriculture’s share in India’s economy has progressively declined to less than 15% due to high 
growth rates of industrial and services sector, but the sector is important keeping in mind that still approx. 48 % of 
people depend on it for employment.  

Along with India's general food security, agriculture also needs to feed the currently undernourished population and 
for that India needs to increase 3-4% of the food supply. With the population expected to grow even further, the 
strain on the sector is likely to grow more in the coming years. Agriculture, constitutes 10% of the overall exports. 

Why Digitization is necessary? 

 Unpredictable weather which a lot of times causes havoc in life if farmers and people also in the form of 
droughts and floods.  

 Poor transportation and tracking of produce from farm to market renders farmers vulnerable to financial loss.  

 Lack of safety measures in storage leads to allergic bacteria to develop in food and cause health problems.  

 Lack of knowledge of cropping leads to the subdued topsoil and bad harvests in the long run. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/10/7-rising-temperatures-affect-soil-various-ecosystems-measures-taken-prevent-adverse-effect-rising-temperature-soil-discuss/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/10/7-rising-temperatures-affect-soil-various-ecosystems-measures-taken-prevent-adverse-effect-rising-temperature-soil-discuss/
http://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/rising-temperature-causes-soil-to-release-more-carbon-dioxide-56528
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/19/6-digitization-necessary-agriculture-india-can-digitization-help-discuss/
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/aUeXY1XnoIuWCvqp6ZAvZJ/Agriculture-a-fertile-ground-for-digitization.html
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How it can help? 

 Unified national market- such as National Agriculture Market (NAM) is a pan-India electronic trading portal 
which networks the existing APMC mandis to create a unified national market for agricultural commodities. so it 
will provide more choices to farmers to sell their produce and consumers would also get benefited.  

 Information dissemination - digitization will help in faster dissemination of information from Metrological 
department, agricultural scientific communities, government policies, etc  

 Track production - It will help to track produce from farm to the table. In the process, it will reduce wastage in 
the value chain and improve food safety.  

 Track pathogens - Technology can help detect pathogens and allergens before they reach consumers. Thus it 
will reduce chances of outbreak of diseases.  

 Better price discovery for farmers-   The current wholesale market format suffers from a transparency 
challenge. With no data on volumes, prevailing prices or inventory levels, there is little information for buyers or 
sellers to make informed decisions. This information gap is a barrier to the entry of new players and, hence, 
increased competition and better price discovery. 

 Precision farming - Farmers are using the Internet of Things and smart sensors to get access to valuable 
information like soil moisture, nutrient levels, temperature of produce in storage and status of farming 
equipment. 

 Automation of farm equipment's - Technologies such as automation, decision support system and agriculture 
robots using artificial intelligence, which are already being used in other countries can help in improving 
agriculture productivity.  

 Helping future decisions of farmers- An inclusive platform will be able to provide end-to-end services for 
farmers—from selecting crops, optimising plantation timings, seeding and fertilization rates based on plants’ 
actual needs and regulatory requirements and limits. All the data collected during a crop’s cycle can be 
compared with other farmers who grow the same crop in similar conditions. Lessons learnt from one field can 
be applied automatically to another to maximize output. 

However, government is already taking steps in this direction - digital green, Krishi Vani (voice message based agro 
advisory), Krishi Gyan Sagar (ICT enabled extension model), e- NAM, Rashitriya Krishi Vikas Yojana ,Soil heath Card , 
Krishi kalyan centres, etc.   

Need is to bring all states on the same page for e-NAM, crop damage assessment through remote sensing and 
compensating for the same using JAM, spreading digital literacy and creating database for landholding records, 
which would be crucial to exploit the full potential of digitization in farming.  
 

Q) “The Patidar, Maratha and Jat agitations are symptoms of agricultural distress that can be traced back 

to drying up of water resources and lack of viable alternatives.” Discuss. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Patidars, Marathas and Jats are the land owning communities of their respective region. These members of upper 
caste were benefitted from the green revolution in the past. With the recent changes in rainfall pattern, exploitation 
of ground water i.e in Gujrat , Maharashtra for cultivation of water intensive crops , larger appropriation of water by 
upper riparian states i.e Punjab-Haryana water crisis led to situation of water scarcity in the areas dominated by these 
land owning class. 

 Tragedy of commons: High usage of water by upstream communities leads to relatively less river water for 
downstream agricultural culactivities (like Patidars) 

 Groundwater exploitation: Increased frequency of drought in recent years, with high adoption of hybrid seeds 
has led to recession in groundwater levels, which has furthered reduced river flow and created vicious loop 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/29/5-patidar-maratha-jat-agitations-symptoms-agricultural-distress-can-traced-back-drying-water-resources-lack-viable-alternatives-discuss/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/29/5-patidar-maratha-jat-agitations-symptoms-agricultural-distress-can-traced-back-drying-water-resources-lack-viable-alternatives-discuss/
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/d3wStHHxAUMrU4YBWGyhnN/The-waters-of-our-discontent.html
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 Water storage and irrigation infrastructure: Delay in construction of dams, canals, ponds to counter water 
deficiency has further aggravated the communities Eg: Sardar Sarovar Dam (Patidards) , Satluj-Yamuna canal (Jats) 

 Farming practices: Sugarcane and cotton in Maharashtra (Marathas), Paddy and cotton in Gujarat (Patidars), Rice 
and other cereals in North India (Jats), coupled with unsustainable farming practices with low use of technology 

 Impact of climate change: climate change has created havoc in recent times leading to irregular pattern of rainfall, 
droughts etc ex the recent droughts in marathawada  

 Lack of alternatives: Demand of these sections is for securing reservation in government jobs because it will 
provide them security of job and protect them from fluctuation in remuneration they get from the agricultural 
income . Jobless growth in India over the last 20 years restricted employment opportunities for the youth. As the 
size of land holdings decrease and Gap between skills and industrial requirement increases, these communities 
face severe disability in finding alternate occupations. Migration to industrial hubs necessarily need not guarantee 
a permanent source of income. 

Way forward- Better management of available water resources , water management technique i.e Tanka , Kulhad , 
recent ‘Jal-Yukta shivar Yojana’ of MH government , Saurashtra-Narmada Avataran Irrigation Yojana in Gujrat etc. can 
improve water availability and help to reduce agricultural distress. Promoting micro and drip irrigations systems, water 
harvesting, informed crop selection, a crop insurance scheme like Fasal Bima Yojana can contribute in reducing agri-
distress by reducing the water-distress. Development of watersheds under Neeranchal project, proper aquifer 
mapping, community participation in water conservation will help in ensuring sustainable water management and 
sustainable, resilient agriculture. Simultaneously, skill development of the farming communities, providing credit to 
them will help to engage them in manufacturing or self-employment to augment their income.  
 

Topic: Different types of irrigation and irrigation systems 

Q) Examine the historical evolution of irrigation in India, the nature of shifts that have occurred over the 

years, and the major challenges it faces now. (200 Words) 

EPW 

India is predominantly an agrarian nation. Since ancient times there was focus on irrigation measures being unequal 
in water availability across the nation. During Indus Valley civilization, settlement of people nearby rivers shows the 
presence of canal irrigation, though of primitive nature. During Cholas time tanks and canals were developed. Even 
taxes were imposed for using water from canals. During Mughals period Bowlis like in Delhi developed so that water 
is met even during hardest times. 

Post-Independence evolution of irrigation: 

 1950s to 1970s: From the 1950s to the 1970s, there was a rapid increase in the area under large public irrigation 
schemes, partly in response to the dire food situation of the 1960s, when it was feared that much of India was 
in imminent danger of falling into a Malthusian trap of high population growth and low agricultural productivity, 
resulting in widespread food crises and famines. Focus was mainly on surface water irrigation. 

 From 1970s to 2000: there was a rapid increase in the area under groundwater irrigation. Public irrigation 
systems tended to be underutilised and over-capitalised, and typically served only a fraction of the designed 
command. Small surface structures, notably tanks in southern India, kuhls and similar farmer-managed irrigation 
systems in the Himalayas, and ahar-pyne systems in southern Bihar started gaining ground again after seeing 
decline. Public irrigation systems saw a decline as they did not suit the cropping intensities. For example, the 
Bhakra Nangal scheme in Punjab was designed for a cropping intensity of 75%, while the current cropping 
intensity is close to 200%. Also, technological innovations have made pumping equipment cheap and affordable, 
while energy subsidies make groundwater pumping a far more attractive option to farmers than relying on often 
unreliable public irrigation systems. But it led to large scale ground water exploitation. 

 From 2000 onwards: Since the early 2000s, groundwater irrigated area has grown at 2.5% per annum. In most 
of the country, growth in the number of groundwater structures has slowed down. This is because, many places 
in India, particularly peninsular India, with its hard rock aquifers, have ran out of ground water. Many states 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/31/5-examine-historical-evolution-irrigation-india-nature-shifts-occurred-years-major-challenges-faces-now/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/31/5-examine-historical-evolution-irrigation-india-nature-shifts-occurred-years-major-challenges-faces-now/
http://www.epw.in/journal/2016/52/water-governance/evolution-irrigation-sector.html
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depend on electricity for pumping and a deep crisis in the electricity sector has meant severe rationing of 
electricity to farmers. For instance, in Gujarat, Punjab, and Karnataka, farmers received 16–20 hours of electricity 
a day till the early 1990s. Since then electricity has been gradually rationed. However, in eastern India, decline 
in ground water structures is more a policy-induced phenomenon than a resource-scarcity induced one as less 
than 40% of the renewable groundwater resources are tapped here) and rainfall and recharge are high. Eastern 
India has one of the lowest rates of pump electrification and also high electricity tariff. A majority of farmers use 
diesel pumps—and diesel has become more expensive. All these have led to a contraction of the groundwater 
economy in Eastern India.  

Challenges faced: 

 Improving water use efficiency: while expanding irrigation cover is important, given the fact that water 
resources are scare on one hand, and demand in growing on the other, it is imperative to improve water use 
efficiency.  

 Providing last mile connectivity: from the water source to the farm is important to ensure timely water 
availability to the farmers. 

 Solving water disputes: irrigation and agriculture suffers from various inter-state water disputes like the Cauvery 
water dispute between Karnataka, Tamil Nadu; Satlej-Yamuna canal issue between Punjab and Haryana. 

 Ensuring optimal exploitation: of both surface and ground water can be a challenge as there is a tendency to 
overuse due to no proper water pricing.  

 Changing cultivation patterns: Punjab and Haryana grow rice, though they are not traditionally rice growing 
areas. This requires irrigation systems, which amounts to irrational use of water. Challenge is to disincentivise 
such cropping patterns by a combination of measures like changes in MSP, awareness among farmers of the 
region and so on. 

 Erosion of traditional water harvesting systems:  such tanks ,Babris ,Nalas etc so a lots of rain water is going 
vain  

Therefore in order to fill the gap between increased population growth, demand for water, food security and supply 
through irrigation facilities, there is need for a robust, efficient and effective sustainable policy framework for water 
management especially for irrigation purpose. Key recommendation of the Mihir Shah Committee to create a NWC 
that unifies the CWC and CGWB, is a step in the right direction 
 

Q) Critically comment on the National Water Commission. Also discuss major problem areas in India’s 

water management and suggest ways forward. (200 Words) 

EPW 

Some of its recommendations: 

 Optimal utilization: it is far cheaper to more fully utilise our existing water storage potential than spending huge 
sums on new dams. 

 Convergence approach: merging the CWC and CGWB into a new, autonomous, and accountable organisation 
called the National Water Commission (NWC). The NWC would facilitate the formulation of a national water 
policy, secure the necessary data, and ensure effective governance of the entire machinery, central as well as 
state. 

 Regulation: an effective regulatory mechanism should be provided that maintains the right balance between 
the needs of development and the compulsions of protecting the environment. 

 River basin approach: management of water resources should be based on river basin approach, rather than on 
state-wise, river-wise approach. This will help in providing a more holistic view of the nature of problems, water 
availability and its optimal use. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/31/6-critically-comment-national-water-commission-also-discuss-major-problem-areas-indias-water-management-suggest-ways-forward/
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 Professionalization: induction of professionals from different fields for more effective management of water 
resources to ensure that every farm in the country gets water. 

However there are certain issues: 

 Nature of NWC: Whether it is purely advisory body or also an implementing body is not clear. If it is both, it must 
have the power to decide, approve and give orders. One possible way could be that no water-related scheme 
exceeding a certain threshold, say Rs 100 crore, can be undertaken by any state or by the centre without its 
approval. That approval would be granted only after the required criteria for effective water utilisation are 
incorporated in the scheme, and the NWC should monitor the progress of the scheme and levy stringent 
penalties if there is default.  

 Extent of autonomy: NWC is set up as an autonomous entity. But it is under the ministry of water resources, 
river development and Ganga rejuvenation. When it is dealing with a major national problem, it should be 
autonomous. One way to safeguard the operational autonomy is to have MoU signed between the NWC and 
the ministry - under which the mandate, accountability for performance, and the autonomy of the NWC are 
spelt out, as also the resources the government will provide to it. 

 Personnel issues: who will fill the posts of chief commissioners, commissioners, director general is not clear. 
Whether they have a fixed tenure is also not clear. The manpower requirements of the NWC seem huge. It is 
supposed to catalyse participatory institutions in rural areas. It would require an army of change agents with the 
requisite skills and commitment to cover the length and breadth of the country. Besides this, a great variety of 
professional experts are to be hired to fulfil the NWC’s various missions. Clearly, effective human resource 
management will be a major challenge for the NWC. 

 Funding issues: it will need to estimate the costs of its operations, and develop a funding strategy—how much 
from the centre, how much from the states, how much from international bodies such as the World Bank and 
Asian Development Bank, and how much from the corporate, public and private sectors  

 Federal issues: state governments may not like the creation of one national commission and see it as an intrusion 
of centre in state affairs.  

Major problem areas and how they can be managed:  

 Coverage: a burning issue is how to provide water security to India's 2,50,000 odd villages that are now fully at 
mercy of vagrant monsoons. As a solution, high quality NGOs can be roped in. They have vast experience of 
ground realities, and know how to help set up effective people’s participatory bodies to create and manage 
groundwater resources in such villages. Eg: Aga Khan Rural Support Programme (India), Wassan, Acwadam, and 
the Dhan Foundation. 

 Pricing issue: water pricing is a politically sensitive issue. However, without pricing, there will be no financial 
resource to develop water-related infrastructure. Thus, a graded water pricing needs to be introduced.  

 Poor water reuse: waste water is hardly treated to be re-used, even if it is for only industrial purposes and not 
domestic.  Incentives must be provided for building in-house waste water treatment and utilisation of the same 
for various purposes.  

 Skewed distribution: this is further aggravated by monsoon deficits, over-exploitation etc. this can be corrected 
by inter-basin water transfer, promoting rain water harvesting, de-salination and so on.  

There is need to expand the community participation & awareness programme for sustainable use of water resources. 
Professionals and domain experts, competitively selected and with managerial experience, must head water 
commission, to provide a focused approach and also to ensure accountability.  The initiation of jal kranthi abhiyan, 
restoration of traditional water storage structures like baoli, tanks can also provide for efficient water management.  
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Topic: Infrastructure: Energy 

Q) A suggestion is made in the media to the government to enact a “energy security and responsibility 

act” and set up a “department of energy resources and sustainability” in the PMO under the charge of a 

person with ministerial rank. Examine intention behind this suggestion? What are its merits and demerits? 

Discuss. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Intention: 

1. To reinvigorate the energy sector by making it an integrated energy policy and implementing it within a holistic 

framework  

2. To converge the variegated objectives regarding coal, oil, gas, nuclear and renewables into an integrated 

operational plan. 

3. To integrate non fossils into the current transmission and distribution system. 

Merits: 

1. The government can manage both demands of the public for access to clean and affordable energy and its 

commitment at COP 21 to reduce carbon emissions by 30-35 per cent between now and 2030. 

2. Renewables will receive direct and indirect policy support from the government for power , heat and 

transport. 

3. To make India move away from retaining coal as a primacy in the energy basket.  

4. emphasizes demand management and energy efficiency  

5. Act may measure progress towards the provision of secure, quality, affordable and clean energy. 

6. supports the competitiveness of the public sector’s international initiatives; 

7. it would nurture technical talent; develop technology partnerships and incubate new ideas to invigorate clean 

energy innovation 

8. to build a cadre of specialised regulators and to act as the arbiter between the centrally appointed regulators 

and their state counterparts 

Disadvantages: 

1. The existing departments should be restructured and needs a minister of energy appointed with overall 

responsibility for all sources of energy, this will involve a systemic overhaul. 

2. Consumes time and could be disruptive. 

This law specifically captioned “energy security and responsibility” will signal the government’s determination to tackle 

energy security within an integrated and holistic policy framework that focuses not just on energy but also its broader 

inter-linkages with food, water, environment, technology, infrastructure, conservation and efficiencies. 

The department would be the “energy ombudsman” of the country. 

 

Q) In India solar power sector has enormous potential. At the same time it has many challenges in realizing 

this potential. What are these challenges? How can they be overcome? (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Use of renewable energy for generation of electricity is one core issues nationally and internationally .Nationally JLN 

national solar mission was launched and subsequently PM MODI in 2014 announced generation of 175GW of solar 

energy by 2022 .In goal 7 listed in SDG goals : Affordable and clean energy focus is laid on cleaner sources of energy 

like solar energy . Tropical and sub tropical areas have huge potential to develop solar energy but the industry is 

facing challenges as follows : 
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1) Few manufacturers : India has very few solar cell manufacturers whose combined capacity is 1212 MW. But out of 

it only 250 MW is operational because manufacturing companies in the US, China, Taiwan, Malaysia and EU are 

dumping their cells in Indian markets at lower costs. The Solar Manufacturers Association demanded anti-dumping 

duties in 2012 which was imposed by the Ministry of Commerce. But this move did very little to protect the 

indigenous cell manufacturers. 

2) Financial issues : Commercial banks form a major source of finance in big projects such as investment on 

renewable energy and initial cost of installation is high in case of solar energy. 

3) Land issues : Finding a suitable land is also a big challenge for solar power as 1 MW of solar power plant requires 

somewhere about 5 acres of land and sometimes more depending on the type of the PV technology used. Moreover 

finding a suitable land which must be non-agricultural and unused land with good solar irradiance is challenging. 

4) Consumer Awareness : People are not aware about benefits of cleaner sources of energy and hence still depend 

on traditional sources of energy . 

5) Training and R&D : Lack of training is another key impediment in this regard . 

These challenges can be overcome by  

1) Imposing and implementing strict anti dumping duties . 

2) Government led initiatives like Solar Energy Corporation of India (SECI) called for bids to install 1GW of rooftop 

solar power projects on central government buildings. IGI airport and Indira Parivaran Bavan are good examples . 

3) Cleaner environment is not only responsibility of govenment but also people . People should be made aware. 

4)Training should be imparted for developement of solar energy . 
 

Q) Recently, the union government decided to waive off import duty on wheat. Why? How will this 

step affect farmers and traders in India? Examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

The Indian Express 

Recently government has taken decision to remove import duty on wheat to control the food inflation and increase 

stock of wheat for its welfare programs. 

Reasons: 

1. Depleting buffer stocks of wheat: due to poor soil and sub-soil moisture level, prevailing drought like condition 

last year, high temperature, etc. have yielded into low levels of production in wheat. 

2. Procuring wheat for food security: To fulfill the Right to Food act, government need to acquire wheat stock. 

Effects on famers: 

1. Shift form wheat cultivation: Farmer would less likely to cultivate wheat as they would be getting less return on 

wheat. 

2. Prices of Wheat would even go down the MSP price of wheat (1620 rupees). 

3. Effect the food security of farmers: As many farmer depend on the field produced wheat for their food security. 

Effects on Traders: 

1. Low profit: as there would be less production of wheat by farmer which, in turn, would reduce the market of 

traders. Hence, traders would get low profits. 
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2. Shift in investment: Trader might shift their investment to other activities or imported wheat which might 

artificially hike prices and hurt the farmers even more. 

On the whole, Indian farmers need to encourage to increase the production of wheat by providing them security 

from market forces after the relative low production of wheat due to drought like conditions of past two consecutive 

years. The recent move would further hurt farmers and deter them to go for wheat cultivation. Hence, government 

should maintain balance between need of famers and need to government to acquire wheat by providing adequate 

import duty. 
 

Q) Recently, the Union cabinet approved Major Port Authorities Bill, 2016. Discuss its provisions and 

significance. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

The Major Port Authorities Bill, 2016, will replace the Major Port Trusts Act, 1963. it is set to give more autonomy 
and flexibility to major ports in the country, impart faster and transparent decision making and better project 
execution capability. 

Provisions of the bill: 

 Autonomy: a board of port authority is proposed which will have full authority to enter into contracts, 
development, fixing of tariff in all cases excepting cases related to national security and emergency 

 Professionalisation: size of the board is reduced and it is inducted with experts and professionals to provide 
for rational decision making and planning. 

 Convergence: the board will also include members from defence ministry, railway ministry, department of 
revenue, major port authorities and representatives from respective state governments 

 Land monetization: assessment of lands belonging to port authorities, so that they can be leased for revenue 
generation, which could be utilized for modernizing port infrastructure. 

 Project review: an independent review board is proposed which will review the stressed PPP projects and 
suggest recovery measures and provide for dispute resolution. 

 New governance model: landlord-port model is proposed in line with successful global practices.  

Significance: 

 Better port infrastructure: In the landlord port model, the publicly governed port authority acts as a 
regulatory body and as landlord, while private companies carry out port operations—mainly cargo-handling 
activities. Here, the port authority maintains ownership of the port, while the infrastructure is leased to 
private firms that provide and maintain their own superstructure and install own equipment to handle cargo. 
In return, the landlord port gets a share of the revenue from the private entity. This ensures infusion of private 
innovation and entrepreneurial capabilities while retaining public control.  

 Market mechanisms: The port authority has been given powers to fix tariff which would act as a reference for 
purposes of bidding for public-private partnership (PPP) projects. PPP operators will be free to fix tariff based 
on market conditions. 

 Improved PPP model: as it involves an independent review board to look into disputes between ports and PPP 
concessionaires. This will reduce the chances of stalled PPP projects. 

 Boost to trade: private investment in port infrastructure development will boost the cargo handling capacity 
and increases the volume and value of trade handled through seas. 

 Timely project completion: as autonomy in decision making is being given and mechanisms for any differences 
settlement is also provided. This prevents time and cost overruns too. 
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The Bill is a positive move by the Government to make efficient the working of the Major Ports which are a major 
component in the Sagarmala Project  
 

Topic: Issues relating to intellectual property rights. 

Q) Examine the relationship between intellectual property (IP), competition law and innovation in India. 

(200 Words) 

Livemint 

IP rights are to promote innovation and protection of patent rights from imitation while competition law prevent 
unfair and monopolistic trade practices and to provide equal platform for innovation. 
IP law thus support competition law by ensuring fair practices in market and on the otherhand completion law may 
limit Patent holders to abuse its rights. 
Thus, extreme of any one of them is against fair trade practices, as patent against public interest is unhealthy 
practice as case generic drugs. 
Presently large MNC's are making investment in Research and use their innovation for monopolistic practices as case 
of GM cotton where small player unable to compete it 
So there is need to ensure balance between both IP and Competition law, by ensuring patent for public interest 
while preventing it for monopolistic use. 
Competition law ensure small players to compete and serve public interest. 
Against this backdrop, competition policies and laws can be an important instrument to regulate potential abuses of 
patent rights and to complement patent inherent boundaries. 
 

Topic: Awareness in S&T 

Q) What are Carbapenems? Why are they in news? Examine. (200 Words) 

Down to Earth 

Carbapenems are antibiotics used for the treatment of infections known or suspected to be caused by multidrug-
resistant bacteria. Their use is primarily in people who are hospitalized and used for medical purposes for diseases 
like abdominal infections, urinary track infections, pneumonia etc. They are members of the beta lactam class of 
antibiotics, which kill bacteria by binding to penicillin-binding proteins and inhibiting cell wall synthesis.  
IN NEWS 
scientists in the US identified bacteria resistant to carbapenems in a swine farming operation which is termed 
Enterobacteriaceae, that includes pathogens such as Escherichia coli. Enterobacteriaceae resistant to carbapenems 
are generally termed as carbapenem-resistant-Enterobacteriaceae (CRE).  

CONCERNS 

1) Carbapenems are termed as important last resort for human health by the World Health Organization (WHO) as 
Antibiotic resistance (ABR) Has become a public health concern across the globe. The threat of ABR is said to negate 
the benefits of antibiotic use in treating and curing diseases.  

2) An important contributor to the development of ABR is the non-therapeutic use of antibiotics for the production 
of food animals for their growth promotion and disease prevention. 

The isolation of CRE in the environment of a farm where food animals are produced for commercial purposes is bad 
news in the fight against antimicrobial resistance. 

1) monitoring antibiotic resistance in the environment is critical in the fight against it. 

2) Altering the nature always comes with the price hence the usage of drugs for growth promotion etc 
should be made illegal. 
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Q) What are “Trojan” asteroids? Discuss the significance of NASA’s OSIRIS-REx mission. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA) OSIRIS-REx spacecraft is set to search for elusive “Trojan” 

asteroids which are constant companions to Earth as it orbits the Sun. 

• The OSIRIS-REx (Origins, Spectral Interpretation, Resource Identification, and Security– Regolith Explorer) 

spacecraft will activate its onboard camera suite and commence a search for elusive “Trojan” asteroids. 

Trojan asteroid refers to asteroids orbiting in the 4th and 5th Lagrange points of major planets in the Solar System. 

Currently there are six planets known to have trojans: 

• Venus trojans (1) 

• Earth trojans (1) 

• Mars trojans (7) 

• Jupiter trojans (6000+) 

• Uranus trojans (1) 

• Neptune trojans (18) 

OSIRIS-Rex stands for Origins, Spectral Interpretation, Resource Identification, Security-Regolith Explorer. 

 OSIRIS-REx is the third mission in NASA’s New Frontiers program, which previously sent the New Horizons 

spacecraft zooming by Pluto and the Juno spacecraft into orbit around Jupiter. 

Significance of the mission: 

OSIRIS-REx will spend two years travelling towards Bennu, arriving at the asteroid in August 2018. The probe will 

orbit the asteroid for 3 years, conducting several scientific experiments, before returning to Earth, with the sample 

capsule expected to land in Utah, USA in September 2023. 

 During its three year orbit of Bennu, OSIRIS-REx will be conducting a range of scientific experiments in order to 

better understand the asteroid. 

 As part of this, the asteroid will be mapped using instruments on the probe, in order to select a suitable site for 

samples to be collected from. 

 The aim of the mission is to collect a sample of regolith- the loose, soil-like material which covers the surface of 

the asteroid. 

 In July 2020, the probe will move to within a few metres of Bennu, extending its robotic arm to touch the 

asteroid’s surface. The arm will make contact with the surface for just 5 seconds, during which a blast of nitrogen gas 

will be used to stir up the regolith, allowing it to be sucked into the sample collector. 
 

Q) How can big data and analytics transform various sectors of economy? Examine. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Big data and analytics is the process to gather and examining the large sets of data to uncover hidden patterns, 
unknown correlations, market trends, customer preferences and other useful information. In this era of digitization 
and 4th Industrial revolution, big data and analytics has immense potential to transform the various sectors of 
economy in following ways :-  

 Transport services - Ride-sharing services such as Uber are using geospatial mapping technology to match 
passengers with the nearest available driver in real time. Thus more satisfaction to service providers and 
consumers too.   
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 Banking and insurance - could dramatically improve their risk assessments by building massive data integration 
capabilities. For example - “Fintech” firms are providing financial services without building bank branches.  

 Manufacturing Sector - by using big data analysis the owner can understand the market trend, preferences of 
customers, international trend, demand of goods, availability of raw materials and other infrastructure situation 
well. Already, many industrial companies are using data from the Internet of Things to make their equipment, 
plants and supply chains more efficient. 

 Agriculture - It can be used to understand the local environment, weather pattern, dietary habits of masses, soil 
quality and need of fertilizers, seed quality and requirement, previous production level and further can improve 
the crop production. 

 e- Commerce - This sector is highly influenced with customer tastes. So by using Big data and analytics the 
traditional pattern, demand of goods and services, choices of customers and delivery of services can understand 
and further improved. 

 Education and Health sector - Data about individual's nature, character and preferences can help in delivering 
these services more efficiently and effectively 

 Transparency in Quinary sector - It can improve the accuracy and transparency of decision making- in 
everything from managing complex urban environments to making public policy decisions. 

 Labour sector - Digital platforms indicating availability of work along with showing dynamic pricing matching the 
market price will be beneficial for labour as well as industry. 

 Technology and consultancy - With increasing Big data and analytics more 'business translators’, who can 
combine technology with the industrial need. Better technology like high memory storage, faster, more efficient 
and effective algorithms are needed as the chunk of data is increasing. 

Data and analytics could provide an injection of transparency and efficiency that spurs commerce, builds more 
inclusive economies, and makes government services more effective.  
 

Q) One of the most important medical insights of recent decades is that cancers are triggered by genetic 

mutations. However,  in recent days scientists are focusing on protein – led approach instead of gene-led 

approach to understanding and treating cancer. Examine why. (200 Words) 

The Economist 

Cancer involves abnormal growth of cells which may be triggered by a genetic mutation. The conventional approach 
to treat cancer is based on genetic mutation study which studies change in gene structure, however a new approach 
of Protein study is finding its way in cancer treatment 

Drawbacks of genetic analysis: A recent study of 2,600 patients at Texas, showed that only 6.4 % of patients could 
be given drugs that were specifically meant to treat the gene mutation which caused the cancer. The reason is that 
there are only a few common cancer-triggering mutations, and drugs to deal with them. Other triggering mutations 
are numerous, but rare—so no treatment is known as yet as drug discovery for each of these innumerable mutations 
is not economical and possible. 

How protein led approach can help: 

 DNA contains the code for which protein is to be manufactured by the cell. It was found by researchers that the 
pattern of code on the gene and the associated protein production that sustain a given type of cancer are 
almost identical from patient to patient. It would thus be simpler to interfere with a smaller number of proteins 
that dictate cell’s behaviour rather than the innumerable mutations of genes which can trigger cancer. 

 Genes encode proteins and proteins are involved in regulating various cellular activities like growth, cell 
division. Also, one protein changes the behaviour of others, which in turn changes behaviour of yet others and 
it goes on. Researchers have identified near lt 300 proteins which act as master regulators in at least one type 
of cancer. 
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 For instance, in aggressive prostate cancer, two proteins called FOXM1 and CENPF act together to promote a 
tumour’s growth. In glioblastoma, a cancer of the brain, three proteins collaborate to start and maintain the 
cancer. 

Thus, it is simpler to handle and work upon smaller classes of proteins which regulate cellular activities rather than 
handling enormous number of genes and their mutations. This will also help in economics of drug discovery and 
faster development of medicines for cancers for which no medicines have yet been found. 
 

Q) Why is the successful test-firing of the long-range ballistic missile Agni-V for the fourth time considered 

as a significant step? Examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Livemint 

Successful testing of Agni V is a significant step towards building a credible minimum deterrence. With the four tests, 
Agni-V is now ready for induction into the Strategic Forces Command, which already operates other Agni missiles with 
a target range from 700 km to 4,000 km.  

With this test and the recent commissioning of the indigenously built nuclear submarine INS Arihant, India is inching 
towards creating a robust and world-class second-strike capability 

Significance: 

 Second-strike capability: India is committed to the policy of no-first-use for nuclear weapons. In this regard, a 
reliable, second strike capability becomes absolutely necessary. If an enemy country uses nuclear strike against 
India, we must have the ability to withstand the strike and launch a successful counter-strike. Agni V strengthens 
our second-strike capability. 

 Range: the missile has a range of more than 5000 km. it has the ability to reach even northern most China  

 Advanced technology: is used for navigation, guidance, warhead and engine. 

 Capability of DRDO: the Agni missile programme was spearheaded under integrated guided missile 
development programme, which was managed by DRDO. It has become a success symbol of indigenous defense 
production. 

 Regional stability: The successful launch of the Agni 5 sends a strong message on India’s strategic capabilities. 
This can provide for increased stability in the neighbourhood. 

 Versatility: the solid propellant driven missile will be tested from a canister which gives it all-weather and any 
terrain mobile launch capability 

India describes the Agni – 5 missile system as a ‘weapon of peace’ and India should use it in that way only so that it 
can act as a deterrence for other nation and they should reconsider India’s nuclear capability before raising a weapon. 
 

Topic: Achievements of Indians in science & technology 

Q) Indian researchers have developed a wound-healing nanofibrous mat that interacts with the body to 

help it heal faster and without scarring. Discuss its mechanism and applications. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Nanofibrous mat which help it in faster healing of wound without scares has been developed recently by Indian 
scientists at IIT Guwahati. It is produced by mixing of non-protein polymer (PVA) with silk protein and coated with 
antibiotic & epidermal growth factor. 

Mechanism:- During regular healing of wound slow attraction of body cells & progenitor cells around wound takes 
place for healing purpose. But Nano-fibrous mat contains amino acid which attract more cells and thus making process 
of healing faster. It also allows better attachment of cell with each other. Further it promotes cell development & 
inhibits growth of common bacteria. 
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Applications:- 

 Medical Devices: It can be used in production of medical devices with controlled physical & mechanical 
properties. 

 Tissue Engineering: It can also be used in procedures for repair of damaged tissues and organs. 

 Biosensors: It can be used to produce Biosensors & generation of new multifunctional protein alloy biomaterials 
with tuneable properties. 

 Medical Uses: It can be used in contact lenses, wound dressings, controlled release of drugs due to its tensile 
strength, bio-compatibility and biodegradability. Its faster process of healing can be used to treat diabetic 
patients, burn victims, for skin grafting. Can be also used in military treatment during war times for faster wound 
heals. 

Since Nanofibrous mat can heals wounds with all skin layers removed & even bigger as 6 mm in diameter along with 
help to diabetics with very slow healing capacity it is a highly significantly development and needs proper utilization. 
 

Q) The principal agent of S&T development in independent India has been the central government. Do you 

think India could be at the top of the fourth industrial revolution by relying on initiatives of central 

government alone? What is the role of technology hubs like Bengaluru and Hyderabad in this direction? 

Discuss. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Since independence, central government of India has played lead role in promotion of technological advancement 

like green revolution, industrial revolution or presently digital revolution in India. Now world is moving forward 4 

industrial revolution i.e application of digital & automation technologies in different field like artificial intelligence, 

robotics, virtual reality. 

So in order to match the progress, Indian government has taken many initiatives like Skill India, digital India , national 

Software policy 2025 etc to expand the invention & innovation opportunities in different field like aerospace, 

healthcare etc. However, to ensure the success, the scheme demands less bureaucratic hurdles, huge financial 

investment & technical experts. 

Hence government should adopt public private partnership to inculcate best business practices, infuse competition 

& overcome skill & financial hurdles. In this regard, technological hub like Bengaluru & hyderabad can be a crucial 

player due to its well established infrastructure & experienced skill expertise IT industries. Recently a Bengaluru 

based startup Team Indus and ISRO has collaborated for lunar mission and its going to India's first private moon 

mission, planned for 2017. 

Thus, India exports technology experts & regard IT hub, thus, with effort of government as well as private entities, 

India can enhance its potential to become the beneficiary as well as contributor for 4th industrial revolution, and 

expand its benefits to socio-economic upliftment & inclusive growth of country. 
 

Q) What is polar Sun Synchronous Orbit? Discuss the technology and applications of RESOURCESAT series 

satellites launched by ISRO. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Sun synchronous orbit is a special case of the polar orbit. Like a polar orbit, the satellite travels from the north to the 
south poles as the Earth turns below it. In a sun-synchronous orbit, though, the satellite passes over the same part of 
the Earth at roughly the same local time each day. This can make communication and various forms of data 
collection very convenient. 
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 RESOURCESAT-2A is a Remote Sensing satellite intended for resource monitoring. RESOURCESAT-2A is a follow 
on mission to RESOURCESAT-1 and RESOURCESAT-2, launched in 2003 and 2011 respectively. RESOURCESAT-2A 
is intended to continue the remote sensing data services to global users provided by RESOURCESAT-1 and 
RESOURCESAT-2 

 RESOURCESAT-2A carries three payloads which are similar to those of RESOURCESAT-1 and RESOURCESAT-2. 
They are a high resolution Linear Imaging Self Scanner (LISS-4) camera operating in three spectral bands in the 
Visible and Near Infrared Region (VNIR) with 5.8 m spatial resolution and steerable up to ± 26 deg across track to 
achieve a five day revisit capability. The second payload is the medium resolution LISS-3 camera operating in 
three-spectral bands in VNIR and one in Short Wave Infrared (SWIR) band with 23.5 m spatial resolution. The 
third payload is a coarse resolution Advanced Wide Field Sensor (AWiFS) camera operating in three spectral 
bands in VNIR and one band in SWIR with 56 m spatial resolution. 

 RESOURCESAT-2A carries two Solid State Recorders with a capacity of 200 Giga Bits each to store the images 
taken by its cameras which can be read out later to ground stations. 

Application Projects in Diversified Areas 

Agriculture & Soils 

 Crop production forecast 

 Saline/sodic soils mapping 

 Agro-Met services& disaster surveillance (pest, floods, drought) 

 Horticulture development 

Bio Resources and Environment 

 Forest cover and type mapping 

 Wetland inventory & conservation plans 

 Bio diversity characterization 

 Desertification status mapping 

 Coastal, mangroves, Coral Related 

 Snow and glacier studies 

Geology and Mineral Resources 

 Landslide hazard zonation 

 Mineral /oil exploration, mining areas 

 Seiesmo-tectonic studies 

 Engineering and geo-environmental studies 

Water Resources 

 Irrigation infrastructure assessment 

 Water resource information system 

 Snow melt run-off estimation 

 Reservoir capacity evaluation 

 Site selection for hydro-power 

Natural Resources Census 

 Periodic inventory of natural resources under NR Census programme 
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 Land use/land cover, soil, geomorphology, wetland, land degradation, snow and glacier, vegetation 
 

Topic: Indigenization of technology and developing new technology.  

Q) What procedure is involved in procurement of aircrafts by the Indian airforce and navy? Recently, 

Indian Navy rejected procurement of the Tejas fighter aircraft. What does it mean to indigenisation of 

defence technology? Examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Defence deals need a detailed procurement procedure as it involves security of the nation and hence Indian forces 

have adopted the below sequential steps in order to buy the product. 

Steps 

1) Services Qualitative Requirements (SQR) – forms a foundation of an acquisition proposal, it will be bought 

according to the categorisation of the item to be bought. 

2) Categorisation – The item is categorised into two types based on the manufactured place. It is indigenously made, 

Preliminary SQR is generated. Else ASQR (for air force), NSQR (Navy) and GSQR (army) are generated 

3) Acceptance of necessity – Parameters on technical details, timelines, production outputs are generated 

4) Request for proposal (RFP) - Product is send for auction, which is the final step 

Indigenization of defence tech: 

Recently, much hailed indigenously Tejas LCA aircraft was rejected by Indian Navy citing the rejection reason that 

‘Tejas does not meet the capability of thrust-to-weight’ due to its overweight”. Indian Navy also planned for an 

alternative aircraft mostly from abroad sources such as France. Incapability to suit the domestic requirements by all 

forces and also frequent allegations on IAF for crashes (legal tangles between Eucador for HAL Dhruv ), raises 

question on indigenous capability of defence technology. 

Way forward  

It is time to create a comprehensive domestic roadmap for all the wings based on its requirements. Effective 

utilization of private partners and FDI makes a way. All stakeholders across forces such as scientists, designers, 

manufacturers, private partners and defence forces should involve making a quality product. In the long run, it could 

fillip import substitution and bridge fiscal deficit. 
 

Topic: Environmental pollution; Conservation; 

Q) In September 2016, the Tamil Nadu Fisheries Department issued an order that banned all forms of 

fishing within a radius of 5 nautical miles (9.3 km) at 90 sites along the State’s coastline. Do such 

measures aid the conservation of olive ridleys? What long-term solutions are required? Critically discuss. 

(200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Background- The Olive Ridley turtles, inhabiting the warm waters of the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian oceans, which has 
been recognized as ‘Vulnerable’ by ICUN red list. In India, they are found along the eastern coast mainly in the states 
of Orissa, Tamil Nadu. Recently, Tamil Nadu Fisheries Department issued an order that banned all forms of fishing 
within a radius of 5 nautical miles (9.3 km) at sites along the State’s coastline. 

Such steps certainly aid the conservation process of Olive Ridleys as, accidental killing of adult turtles through 
entanglement in trawl nets also harm the turtles. Between 1993 and 2003, more than 100,000 olive ridley turtles were 
reported dead in Odisha, India from fishery-related practices. 
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But, it would not check the damage being done to turtles due to unsustainable egg collection, slaughtering of nesting 
females on the beach, and direct harvesting adults at sea for commercial sale of both the meat and hides. Coastal 
development also threatens newly hatched turtles through the effects of light pollution. 

Since, proportion of Olive Ridley turtles in Tamil Nadu is much less than Gahirmatha Beach in Odisha, which is the 
largest mass nesting site followed by coast of Mexico and Coasta Rica, this step will not have far-reaching impact. Such 
drastic measures also tend to alienate the small-scale fishermen and decrease the support for turtle conservation from 
them. 

Long term solutions required:- 

 Faulty fishing practices like bottom trawling and their impact on marine environment should be considered and 
steps should be taken. 

 Strict regulation should be put in place to avoid the Industries from discharge effluents into the sea and rivers 
that changes the pH level of the water near the coast directly impacting the marine life. 

 The government should form a community of fisherman, environmentalists and the government representative 
to take a collective decision to conserve the environment as well as protect the lives of fisherman. 

 Accidental killing of adult turtles through entanglement in trawl nets should be controlled by making Turtle 
Excluder Device (TED) mandatory for trawlers. It is suspected by fishing community that setting up TED would 
restrain fishing catch. 

 State government along with WWF should sensitise the fishing community and mentioning the loss would be only 
minimal. 

 Other measures like – Beach patrolling, planting endemic species instead of exotic species near the beaches. 
Inviting local participation and creating awareness on its conservation by conducting turtle walks, turtle festivals 
(Chennai is doing) across the eastern coastal states. 

Although, it is appreciable move but there have been rampant violations of such orders in the past not only in Tamil 
Nadu but also in the state of Odisha. In addition, a complete ban would affect the lives of small fisherman due to loss 
of employment in the sector. Indian government, both union and the state departments along with WWF, volunteers 
and local people should work its conservation as it is a constitutional directive to protect the biodiversity per Article 
48, 51 A. 

 
Q) Define biodiversity and sustainable development. It is said that biodiversity integration into 

developmental plans is crucial for sustainable development. How can biodiversity be included into 

development plans? Illustrate with examples. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Biodiversity/Biological diversity 

is the variety of organisms in present in different ecosystems (terrestrial, marine and aquatic). It refers to genetic 

variation, species variation and ecosystem variation within the place. 

Sustainable management 

is the process of attaining economic development without depleting natural resources and passing the same 

environmental conditions to the future generations. 

Inclusion of biodiversity into development plan 

India, having a huge population with high demands also aspiring to become a global power, necessities for consistent 

growth in GDP. This brings industrialization, urbanization, excessive agriculture and consequent over- exploitation of 

natural resources. 
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Hence there is need for balancing the economic growth and environment conservation, one of the way is including 

biodiversity into development process. Below are few examples. 

1) Agriculture 

– Practice of organic farming (Sikkim Organic mission), inter-cropping, mixed cropping to maintain soil fertility, mixed 

farming reduces pressure on land.  

2) Industries 

–Incorporating techniques like bio-remediation, bio-degradation for waste management, bioleaching for metal 

processing 

3) Forestry – Use of Traditional knowledge (Traditional Knowledge Digital Library could be used), strengthening 

community based participation and maximize the optimum utilizing of food, timber, fodder. Medicinal values of herbal 

plants and trees need extensive research by both academia and local community and could have positive outcome of 

local economic development 

India is one of the 17 mega biodiversity centre, it is a pride of our nation. It just not provides aesthetic beauty, it is a 

part of food web and hence ecosystem, underestimating biodiversity undermines human life. 

 

Q) A study by the International Union of Forest Research Organizations (IUFRO) shows that India is the 

third largest importer of illegally logged timber in the world, after China and Vietnam. What is illegal 

logging? How does it affect forests and its dwellers? In the light of its top ranking in importing illegal 

timber, in your opinion, what should India do to tackle illegal logging and its importing? Critically examine. 

(200 Words) 

Down to Earth 

Illegal logging refers to the practice of illegally harvesting, processing and trading in timber and timber products. For 
example processing of logs without the necessary licenses; non-payment of taxes; or exporting products without 
paying export duties. 

Study done by IUFRO estimates almost one-third of tropical timber traded globally to be illegal, sourced from clearing 
and converting natural forests. Most of the forest conversion has taken place in Amazon region and Southeast Asia. 
While forest conversion in the Amazon has been curtailed to some extent in recent years, timber trade has shifted to 
markets like China and India owing to the less stringent regulations. The study also highlights that the economic growth 
in these two countries is driving the demand for illegally harvested timber. 

Effect on forest and dwellers: 

 Commercialization of agriculture: forests are being cleared for planting export-oriented crops like palm, oil, 
soyabeans etc. 

 Affects biodiversity: the flora and fauna of the forests are affected. For instance, Amazon forests have a fragile 
ecosystem. Large scale illegal deforestation deprives many animals of their home, and leads to loss of biodiversity. 

 Affects livelihood: forest dwellers are deprived of their livelihood. Many forest dwelling communities depend on 
forests for food, fuel, shelter, medicine. This gets denied to them. It also leads to alienation of tribal communities. 

 Exacerbates climate change impacts: forests act as carbon sinks. With deforestation, atmospheric carbon dioxide 
increases, causing greenhouse warming and global climate change. Forests are also very helpful in causing rains. 
Illegal timber sale leads to more deforestation and changes in rainfall patterns 

 Land degradation: deforestation for illegal logging causes soil erosion and land degradation, which makes it 
unsuitable not just for agriculture but also for forest regeneration. 

With an annual import value of over Rs 40 billion, India accounts for close to 10 per cent of the global illegal wood 
trade. In this regard, India should take the following steps: 
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 Utilising waste and fallow land: timber demand can be fulfilled by bringing waste and fallow land under 
utilisation for planting trees which can be harvested as timber. 

 Use of technological solutions: 

 Digital microscopes: In Brazil, for instance, the law enforcement staff has been trained to take macroscopic 
anatomical photographs of timber shipments they stop. The police then send these to a laboratory via e-mail 
where experts study those samples and revert to the officers within 15 minutes. 

 DNA profiling: as all trees have a unique genetic fingerprint, DNA profiling can be used to identify illegal wood, 
which are often added to legal consignments. 

 Isotope analysis: Most of the illegal timber is smuggled across porous land and sea borders, making it important 
to identify its geographic origin. Isotope analysis can thus prevent illegal export of timber. 

 Involving local community: this is important because, the further away a shipment of timber gets from its forest 
of origin, the harder it becomes to identify. Empowerment of Gram Sabha in this regard for surveillance and 
monitoring is required. 

 Stringent penalties: for illegal timber logging so that it acts as a deterrent 

 Improved Surveillance: training of forest guards, local communities, using drones, CCTV cameras, night vision 
and thermal cameras can help check suspicious movements in the forests and thus check illegal timber logging. 
)Strict vigil on ports and entry points is also important. 

 Checking the nexus: measures must be taken to check the mafia – forest officials nexus (as was allegedly observed 
in the sheshachalam red sanders encounter) 

 Inter-state cooperation: is very crucial as illegally harvested logs as transported across state borders through 
organised networks 

Illegal logging is the serious crime as it leads to severe damage to our ecological wealth as well as on country economy, 
like tax evasion, corruption and reduce income of producer countries India and china both are fast growing economy, 
it is the responsibility of both to secure and promote forests for their better future. 
 

Q) September 2016 marked a decade of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) notification in India. 

What is the procedure involved in making EIA? After EIA and project approval, what mechanism exists to 

check compliance of project conditions? Why is compliance important? Critically examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

EIA was first promulgated in 1994 under the Environment (protection) act 1986. it acts as a legal tool that provides us 
a mechanism to arrive at a balance between environmental priorities and development needs. The law provides for 
an informed process for site selection and grant of approval for an industry or project in any area.  

Procedure involved in making EIA: 

 Public hearings: draws attention to the large-scale impacts that projects have on communities and the 
environment. several recent cases, these fora have been used to negotiate the mandatory conditions under 
which projects should be given approvals. 

 Granting approvals: after public hearings and based on reports of project proponents, projects are required to 
get approvals from environment ministry, state departments, central pollution control board, central ground 
water authority, as the case may be. 

 Compliance: The project proponents have to comply to the environmental mitigation measures to reduce the 
impact of the project on the environment. They are required to prepare a compliance report. But, with no third 
party to oversee the process or the results of compliance, it remains a facile, bureaucratic exercise. Compliance 
has always been an close door policy, between the concerned party and Government.  (for instance: in Janjgir 
in Chhattisgarh, coal-fired power plants dump noxious fly ash on roadsides and farms routinely). 
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 Mechanism to check compliance: Regulatory authority like CPCB, Water control board and local bureaucracy 
have been given enough power to check compliance  

 

Importance of compliance:  

 It acts as checks and balances on the developer to prevent any corrupt practices 

 Promotes inclusive growth and sustainable development 

 Helps in deciding the penalties to be levied on project developer for non-compliance with mitigation measures 
mandated.  

 It will also improve the confidence of the local people on such economic activities in their neighborhood, which 
is otherwise often considered as anti-poor which causes displacement of people.  

Way forward: Compliance can be improved by more regular involvement of local people, NGOs and civil society 
organizations. Social and regular auditing will also help tremendously. Real time monitoring of project should be done 
by developing a portal which will collate the information of all EIA projects. The compliance report should be mandated 
to be placed in the public domain. The platform will bring project developer, government and the affected community 
on single platform. 
 

Q) Climate change financing faces several hurdles, especially when it comes to financing from financial 

sector itself. What are the challenges that have hindered climate specific financing from financial 

institutions? How such financing can be mobilized? Discuss. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Climate Change and the actions to be taken globally have been discussed at various platforms and many agreements 
such as Paris Treaty were signed. However, without adequate financing such agreements and discussions end up as 
mere rhetoric with no noticeable impact. 

Challenges hindering the climate specific financing from financial Institution:- 

 Lack of proper technology for clean energy projects and lack of a proper business model keeps the investors at 
high risk. 
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 Cost of clean energy products for example solar energy is higher when compared to other conventional methods, 
thus making it difficult for the sustenance of clean energy enterprises. 

 The social benefit aspect involved in such projects might result in low Rate of interest. 

 Reluctance of Financial institutions in developed countries to invest across borders. Analysis shows that cross 
border climate finance is very low. Also, due to more emphasis on regional and national targets hinders flow of 
investment across borders to other countries. 

 More focus and expenditure to finance conventional development - social sectors such as health, education, 
poverty alleviation, etc thus rendering less investment on climate change mitigation. 

 Messy regulatory framework in developing nations disincentivizes the international investors thus discouraging 
developed countries to invest in climate projects of developing countries 

 Large sum of money lying idle- Large unused pool in pensions, insurance stuck due to lack of political will 

 Compliance to Basel III norms to create a more resilient international banking system disincentivizes investment 
in climate change 

 Rising NPAs of banks, political ill will and absence of appropriate mechanism towards climate agreements 

How such financing can be mobilised? 

 Policies like insurance for the investments made on clean energy projects will help reduce the risk and attract 
more finance. 

 Increased reliance on intermediaries such as multinational financial institutions etc. for climate finance will help. 

 Emphasis on sharing of advanced technology makes it very helpful. 

 Developing nations with inadequate private funding can focus on increased public funding. Money invested in 
pension schemes , insurances etc. can be mobilised for this purpose along with encouraging further savings thus 
ensuring liquidity in the financial sector which can be utilised for climate technologies.  

 Initiatives like green rating for the industries and incentivizing clean energy projects with low taxes will help. 

 Utilize global platforms for ensuring funding obligations promised by developed nations are fulfilled. 

 Relaxing or streamlining the regulatory framework to encourage flow from international market 

Adequate Climate financing is mandatory to set up climate resilient green economies. Efforts should be made to 
unleash the potential of green economy initiatives to attract investments and also it is imperative that climate fund 
flows across the borders especially of the developed countries to fight against the Climate Change unitedly. 
 

Topic: Disaster management 

Q) Discuss what measures should be taken to efficiently manage disaster caused by tropical cyclones in 

India’s coastal cities. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Tropical cyclones (TC) are characterized by low pressure center system, closed low level atmospheric circulation, 
spiraling wind with thunderstorm which produces heavy rainfall. TC are frequent post monsoon phenomenon on 
eastern Indian coast which divested the economy of affected regions: 

Following measures can be taken to manage TC. 

1. Early Warning system: need to be strengthen to predict the intensity and accuracy of event as precise data help in 
making better decisions. 
2. Strengthen buffer zones: avoid infrastructure construction in estuaries or marshes areas which to absorb the 
shock of TCs. 
3. Increased resilience of critical infrastructure: such as school, colleges, hospitals, roads, mass transportations etc. 
4. NDRF: need to increase the number of personal with adequately equipped to deal any kind of disaster including 
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TCs  
5. Proper drainage system throughout the city to discharge the water as soon as possible to avoid flood like 
conditions 
6. NDMA empowered: NDMA need to be autonomous to increase the accountability and decision making capability 
of the body.  
7. Awareness about natural disaster: Perception of people decides the intensity of disaster. If people take necessary 
proactive steps to deal with disaster then even the severe disaster can be dealt with minimum damage. 

On the whole, equal focus should be given to prevention, mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery. Even 
after the disaster, there should be clear procedures stating the course of action taken by government to deal with 
disaster affected people. 
 

Topic: Security challenges and their management in border areas; 

Q) At least 89 security personnel have been killed in Jammu and Kashmir so far in 2016. Do you think, 

despite measures being taken by India to avert terrorist attacks in border areas, terrorists are gaining 

upper hand? How can India minimise loss of lives of security personnel in Kashmir? Critically examine. 

(200 Words) 

The Hindu 

The Indian Express 

Loss of 89 Indian security personnel lives despite high security alert has raised questions on the existing security 
aspects near the border (both IB and LOC) and also in Indian military bases. The reasons which have 

contributed in favour of terrorist to have the upper hand are: 

 The unrest in Kashmir valley fuelled by low growth unemployment has been capitalised by the terrorist and 
separatist outfits. 

 The porous border and existing anti-infiltration obstacle system becomes difficult to maintain in extreme weather 
conditions which facilitates the infiltration. 

 Lack of reliable intelligence reports or non-action on the available reports is also one of the reason. Along with it 
lack of coordination among various central agencies – intelligence and military. 

 Lack of clear roadmap on the responsibilities of various security forces, roles of state police department, 
paramilitary agencies, border security agencies and Intelligence agencies in case of normal and emergency 
situations 

 Not all borders could be fenced due to terrain and riparian challenges. BSF standing in these unfenced areas had 
been made as a solution. These borders are now being guarded by laser fence. But intrusion of technology is 
minimal. 

 Improper following of SOPs. 

 Ceasefire violations by Pakistani Army provides a cover to terrorists’ cross-over. 

Measures needed to minimize the loss of lives :- 

 Investing in a “grid-based” system where ground troops would be given access to advanced technology like 
satellites for surveillance, besides help from intelligence agencies and police. 

 Israel –type border fencing would reduce the infiltration 

 Organizing drills between different agencies and security forces at regular intervals. 

 Plugging the loopholes responsible for such attacks and fixing the 

 Promoting education and employment in the valley that will help in taking the locals into confidence. 
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 Modernising security forces is the need of the hour. Perimeter Intrusion Detection System, Buried Intrusion 
detection systems are to be developed. Surveillance by UAVs, Satellite imagery should be strengthened. 

 Adopting a National Security doctrine, mainly needed to sensitize the state police agencies as most of the counter 
attacks are ineffective due to non-trained police forces to handle terror attacks. Also coordination among three 
wings of military and other security agencies is the need of the hour. 

 Complete fencing of Indo-Pak border in multiple layers as per Madhukar Gupta committee report. Committee 
flagged serious gaps in fencing, especially in riverine areas and tough terrain. Their recommendations should be 
implemented to close the gaps. 

 There should be one single point of coordination between various security and intelligence agencies like 
NATGRID. 

 Codified SOPs must be followed to its fullest. 

 Militants have allegedly infiltrated under Pakistani cover firing. Hence, while peace is not completely in the hands 
of India, we should make efforts at DGMO/NSA level to start working on CBM for a long-lasting ceasefire. 

 Local people can play a crucial role in informing security forces about the movements of militants. Army and 
government need to win their support through CBM, spreading awareness about schools and hospitals run by 
army. 

Indian soldiers are the pride of the nation. Their loss could never be compensated. They have to be saved to save our 
nation. A strong security measure with a peaceful atmosphere in the valley is the only way to reduce the number of 
security personnel killed due to militant attacks. 
 

Q) Along with a disturbing rise in attacks on Army camps across Jammu and Kashmir, the Line of Control 

and the International Boundary in the State are also alarmingly tense today. Do you think India’s surgical 

strike across LoC was a strategic mistake? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

After the Uri attack, there has been rise in attacks on army camps, as was evident in Nagrota attack and recently, 
attack on an Indian army convoy in Kashmir’s Pampore. With this, the armed forces in Kashmir have lost over 60 men 
this year alone. Ceasefire violation-related military casualties on the Indian side itself are 12 so far, highest since the 
ceasefire agreement, which was arrived at in 2003. 

Was India’s surgical strike across LoC a strategic mistake? 

From military point of view, the surgical strike was limited and was carefully calibrated. Pakistani military installations 
were not targeted. The operation was against the terror camps and not against Pakistani army. (Director General of 
Military Operations (DGMO) telephoned his Pakistani counterpart after the operations ended and conveyed the 
counter-terrorist intent behind the strike). 

However, some quarters have criticized India’s post-strike triumphalism, as it had a negative reputational impact on 
Pakistani army and for the Pakistan government. Also, such strikes, based on the assumption of Pakistani indulgence 
is rife with multiple challenges: 

 It would be difficult to fix the degree of complicity of state in an attack within the limited time frame for any 
retaliatory operation. 

 The local commanders along the LoC on the Pakistani side could misread the assumption and act differently than 
expected when attacked. 

 Indian side could exaggerate the success of the retaliatory strike. Pakistan could, on the other hand, deny the 
operation altogether. Trying to exploit a fine balance between the two positions may be setting out on a 
dangerous course of action. 
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 Pakistan’s response: though Pakistan did not acknowledge any strike from Indian side, it is responding by firing 
on the border and organizing coordinated attacks on Indian Army bases/convoys through its proxies such as the 
Jaish-e-Mohammed and Lashkar-e-Taiba. The LoC and the IB have become the new battlefield 

 Vertical military escalation: While border firing might seem less escalatory than cross-border raids, ceasefire 
violations are a slow killer: as ceasefire violation-related casualties continue to rise, they could lead to political 
and diplomatic escalation. Such sustained violations could lead to vertical military escalation. 

 Attacks on army camps: While border firing hurts both parties, low-intensity strikes (for example, Nagrota and 
Pampore) hurt only India since it loses soldiers in such raids, whereas Pakistan only loses proxies. Some argue 
that precious lives of soldiers could have been saved if India had not followed an aggressive policy towards 
Pakistan. 

 Kashmir uprising: Pakistan may continue to fan the Kashmir uprising with even more vigor. This will keep Kashmir 
on the boil. Pakistan may internationalize Kashmir issue. 

 Collateral damage: lives and livelihood of people living across the border is lost. The year-long violations in 2014, 
for instance, had displaced them for several months. This is a collateral damage that goes unsung and 
unacknowledged. 

 Loss of moral high ground: India now enjoys a moral high ground in the international community. Such surgical 
strikes could hit a blow to this advantageous position. 

The strike, however is justified on following grounds: 

 Failure of talks: the diplomatic channels failed to yield results. NSA level talks, foreign secretary level talks did 
not lead to any stringent action on part of Pakistan to contain any terror attacks on India and to bring terror 
suspects to books 

 National morale: after the Uri attack, morale of the army and the nation in general had fallen. This will create 
insecurities and is antithetical to national security and development. 

Way forward- Mobilizing International Opinion, Isolating Pakistan, diplomatically should be taken up. Also focusing on 
a proactive approach by strengthening border security under which ‘Swach Paridhi (prevent infiltrations),” Paridhi 
Suraksha (patrolling), and ‘Jagrook Hindustani (alert Indian)’ is a good step. Recognizing the role of Citizen cooperation 
is also very crucial as most attacks were successful due to their presence in Civilian surroundings and connectivity links. 
 

Topic: Role of external state and non-state actors in creating challenges to internal security. 

Q) The world faces the prospect of increased terrorist activity in multiple regions of the world, and 

especially in Europe. Does intensified electronic and physical surveillance of suspected groups or 

individuals would help reduce these attacks? Examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Background - Increasing lone -wolf attacks in countries like Bangladesh Germany, assassination of the Russian 
Ambassador to Turkey by a lone gunman and other such incidents should be taken seriously to address the overall 
problem of terrorism across the globe. 

Intensified electronic and physical surveillance of suspected groups or individuals would help reduce these attacks:-  

 Track and check online radicalisation - It can be used to track online radicalization through social media which 
has increased in the recent days- ISIS communicating through online propagandas, increasing its outreach.  

 Monitor terror financing - It can be used to track and monitor illegal terror financing being used by terrorist 
activities, thus cracking the major source.  

 Early warning- Physical surveillance of international borders supported with latest satellite images along with 
UAVs plus cyber security cells to follow online propaganda helps as early warning system. For example- 
CARTOSAT and NIA cyber cells). 
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 Reduces Damage- Electronic and physical surveillance during an attack helps in reducing casualties by aiding in 
evacuation and precise targeting of infiltrators as was done in Mumbai attack. 

 Evidence collection - Post attack, surveillance data aids collecting the evidences and makes the authorities 
accountable.  

However, intensified electronic and physical surveillance of suspected groups and individuals has certain limitation 
as well:-  

 Increasing lone wolf attacks - There is a new trend of lone wolf attacks which are swift and efficient and don't 
require much planning. Lone wolf attackers can easily slip past the surveillance systems and so are rarely flagged. 
Thus, it has the ability of getting out of intelligence radar, as detail surveillance of every citizen not possible.  

 Spontaneous radicalisation - Radicalisation is so subtle that even the family members are not aware and are 
baffled by the enormity of the actions by one of their own kin. 

 Difficulty in monitoring - With the new modus operandi involving trucks, it becomes more difficult to trace 
militants than those buying explosive ingredients or firearms.  The easy logistics is difficult to monitor - one can 
use his own gun, car, or any appliance into a weapon and cause damage.  

 Refugee influx - With the influx of a large number of refugees without adequate documentation, surveillance 
becomes even more difficult for the intelligence agencies. 

Intense surveillance has its limitations and it also has a negative impact in terms of privacy and freedom of citizens of 
a country. Social integration of refugees, increased security around public gatherings and proper document verification 
for hiring heavy duty vehicles would go a long way in reducing the terrorist attacks. 
 

Q) In the light of recent Manipur crisis, do you consider the “framework agreement for peace” signed on 

3 August 2015 between the Government of India and the National Socialist Council of Nagalim (Isak-

Muivah), or NSCN (I-M), as a failure? Critically examine. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

The Framework Agreement for Peace was signed between central government and NCSN (IM) in 2015. This framework 
sent a positive signal to other insurgent groups of north east that government is willing to engage in peaceful dialogues 
and address their genuine concerns. It also gave hope that the region may soon see drastic decline in insurgent 
activities thereby act as a driving force for development of the North East and also India's Act East Policy 

Recently, Manipur is on the boil due to the economic blockade of Imphal valley imposed by the United Naga Council, 
by blocking all the highways that lead to the valley. By providing continuous support to UNC, for the ongoing economic 
blockade in opposition to a geographical reorganization of 7 districts in Manipur, NCSN (IM) seems to undermine the 
Framework Agreement for Peace. 

 Non-representativeness: the agreement was signed only with NSCN (IM) which mostly represent the Thangkul 
tribe. But the region is home to many different factions of Naga tribes each of which are even culturally distinctive 
from one another. Thus the agreement is not inclusive of all the Naga groups. As a result, various such groups 
have not supported the agreement. For instance, the Khaplang faction broke away from the ceasefire agreement. 

 Overlapping demands: the NSCN (IM) makes demands over 4 districts of Manipur which has significant Naga 
population. This is not acceptable to Manipur. Also, NSCN, in its vision of Greater Nagalim, involves territories, 
which are presently part of Arunachal Pradesh and even Myanmar. Such unrealistic demands have impeded 
negotiations and any such peace agreements are often seen as a compromise. In order to make an attempt to 
fulfil all the aspirations, insurgencies, blockades happen often.  

 Militarization: continued presence of army even after the signing of accord creates mistrust among the locals on 
the intentions of government.  

 Confidentiality of agreement : The detailed document is not in public domain which raises concerns about the 
secret deal between both parties as the largest Naga rebel group (IM) raised its profile, while the central 
government projects itself as a peace maker. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/29/6-light-recent-manipur-crisis-consider-framework-agreement-peace-signed-3-august-2015-government-india-national-socialist-council/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/29/6-light-recent-manipur-crisis-consider-framework-agreement-peace-signed-3-august-2015-government-india-national-socialist-council/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/29/6-light-recent-manipur-crisis-consider-framework-agreement-peace-signed-3-august-2015-government-india-national-socialist-council/
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 Increased attacks by NSCN (Khaplang): Killings of Indian troops in Nagaland and Manipur in an alliance of 
convenience with several Manipuri rebel groups which represent the majority Meitei ethnicity in that state. 

However, the perception that state government of Manipur has favoured Meitei Tribes which are not traditional 
settlers in diving districts of Hill Area Committees is also to be considered. The framework was itself not inclusive of 
all the Naga factions. Skewed development in favour of Imphal valley vis-a-vis the hill districts is also evident. Thus, 
the causes of clashes and violence is not just the failure of framework agreement. Further, compliance of the 
framework should have involved constant discussion, talks and mediation, which was not very much evident.  

Way forward: government should follow a multi-stakeholder approach, by opening channels of dialogue with state 
governments, UNC, groups that support redistricting. Need of the hour is to bring some opportunistic growth for the 
region to accommodate educated youth via employment; industrialization, tourism etc;  and stable administration by 
involving all stakeholder in decision making 
 

Topic: Prevention of money laundering; Terrorism 

Q) Two primary reasons given for taking drastic step of demonetization was to check “enemies from across 

the border… using fake currency notes” and to “break the grip of corruption and black money”. After thirty 

days it’s evident that both purposes have not been fulfilled. Do you think government should have opted 

for an alternative measure to achieve these two objectives? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Demonetization has been the buzz word for a month now prominent reasons given by government was to deal with 

fake currency and black economy. Thirty days time frame is very narrow time period to access the efficiency of the 

move it can be seen as:- 

1. Demonitization has a wide-ranging move and its effects will be better seen in long run spanning over various 

cycles. 

2. Fake currency are in bulk some estimates even to thousands of crore it will take to wipe out but the furore which 

demontization has caused led to popping out of culprits. 

3. Black money which are in form of currency are readily been caught one day the another but which are in form of 

investment will take time to come out. 

However the expectation with which govt. has brought the move has not meet the reality as evident from hundreds 

of bank personal been caught for converting the black money into white and through other way like buying boolean, 

using Jan Dhan Accounts, hording, booking tickets and other measures. Other alternatives:- 

1. Other options like lowering tax rate, doing away from tax exemptions, tax breaks etc which will prove useful in 

widening tax base. 

2. Income declaration schemes shall be made more pragmatic as current rate of fine and interests are high. 

3. Undergoing more DTAA and Transfer pricing agreement especially with those which thrives on tax heavens. 

4. Bring information from IB,FATF,ED,CVC on common platform for easily availability of data across organization. 

Demonitization is no doubt an efficient step in cleansing the system but more additional measures are require to 

plug the loopholes. Albeit the move has been able to imprint behavioural change in society against corruption and 

hording black money. 
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Topic:  Basics of cyber security 

Q) India is going digital swiftly, but is it going digital safely? Critically examine. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Increasing focus on e-governance, IT sector, social media, digital transactions, online education, training portals 

signifies India swift movement towards digitisation. 

However increasing digitisation posed security concerns: 

1. Data Safety: Cyber attacks like those on government data, financial data pose risk to nation's security & finances 

Ex. recent breach of data of debit cards. 

2. Individual Privacy : Use of digital technology to store personal information via Adhaar Card, health information by 

NeHA, educational certificates pose a risk of misuse of personal data. 

3. Social Networking: Spreading of communal hatred, message of terrorism, Cyber bullying etc. posed a risk to 

nation's integrity.IT Act is lacking to promote accountability on social media channels. 

4. Provisions: India is lacking in legal & technological provision related to cyber security.Ex. recent Norton cyber 

security reports claims vulnerability of Indian cyber security framework. 

5. Awareness: Lack of awareness regarding digital crimes among people increases vulnerability. 

Way forward: 

1. More stringent cyber security policy and regulatory framework is needed 

2. India should take help from best international practices & technology in this regard to protect our data. 

3. Awareness & digital literacy programs should be organised by government. Ex Kerala initiated the e-literacy 

program in the state 

4.Appointment of Authority to check and strict punishment in case of cyber & digital crimes. 

5. Strengthening our nodal agency for cyber security i.e, CERT-IN should be taken seriously. 

Digitisation is an important component for India's aspirations towards development but along with it we need to 

focus equally on making our digital framework secure & robust in order convert digital risk into dividend of 

development. 
 

Q) Do you think the recent ‘Legion’ hacks have exposed the dire state of cybersecurity in India? How does 

groups like Legion get access to servers and user accounts? How should government respond to such 

cyberattacks? Comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Recently "Legion" groups hacked the e-mails, social media profiles, passwords of well-known personalities from 
business to media and along  the group is claiming to have access of vital information. This is one of the many cyber-
crimes in India which have seen a surge of 350% (ASSOCHAM study) from 2011 and reflects the poor state of cyber 
security in India. 

Hackers like legion have multiple ways to access servers and user accounts- 

 Poor infrastructure like ineffective firewalls, user interface of apps, weak passwords and software 
configurations. 

 Social engineering and client side hacking. 

 Phishing attacks which fake bank communications/user id updates and lucrative “schemes”. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/12/7-india-going-digital-swiftly-going-digital-safely-critically-examine/
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 Buffer overflow used to access user information by filling online forms and getting access to database. 
Similarly , they intrude into mobile gadgets when people download applications into their mobile phones from 
third party software unaware of the "malware" that get downloaded along with the application.  

 Fault injection techniques where the hacker infiltrates your source code and replaces it to crash your system. 

  Use of algorithms that has the capability to decode the cyber locking system encrypted by the server' s owner.  

India has its unique sets of cyber issues like net information exporter unlike USA and China along with Aadhar/UPI 
platforms which increase the vulnerability. There is an urgent need to- 

 Establish a fully operational cyber command to include both civil and military cyber threats. PMO creating a 
position of National Cyber security coordinator in 2014 is a welcome step. 

 Strengthening, capacity building of our Cyber security nodal agency CERT-in. Automatic real-time reporting, 
transparency and information sharing with RBI, cyber security agencies like CERT-in can avoid the turning of a 
mistake into a disaster. 

 Include private sector in securing government portals (NIC can collaborate with IBM”s cyber security service) 

 Imparting Digital Literacy through digital service provider should be  the priority for educating the illiterate or 
literate consumer about the threats associated with the use of service and necessary cautions. 

 Cyber Forensic and auditing need to be strengthened to foresee the cyber threats in advance. 

 E-surveillance Projects, like NATGRID and NETRA should be strengthen to analyse the pattern for cyber threat. 

With critical infrastructure in India- communications, banking technologies, healthcare services etc. and Government 
Missions for cashless economy, Digital India, etc- there is need to secure the cyber framework. Also it is critical to 
maintain the public trust from getting eroded in objectives like digital economy. 
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